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Eleven years ago ethnograpliic researcli among Nortli Ani.'i-ican

Indians was commenced b}- myself and my assistants while making (•x])lo-

rations on the Colorado River and its tributaries. Erom' that tinic to (lie

present such investigations have been in pro<i-ress.

During this time the Secretary of the Smitiisonian Institution placed

in my hands a large amount of material collected by its collaborators

relating to Indian languages and other matters, to Ije used, in conjunction

with the materials collected under my direction, in the |)reparation of a

series of pnblications on North American Ethnology. 1 n pursuing this work

two volumes have already been published, a third is in press, and a number

of others are in course of jjreparation.

Tlie work originally begun as an incident to a geogra])liical and geo-

logical survey has steadily grown in proportions until a large munber of

assistants and collaborators are engaged in the collection of materials and

the preparation of memoirs on a variety of subjects relating to the North

American Indians. The subject nnder investigation is of great magnitude.

More than five hundred languages, belonging to about seventy distinct

stocks or families, are spoken by these Indians; and in all other branches

of this ethnic research a like variety of subject-matter exists. It will thus

be seen that the materials for a s3-stematic and comprehensive treatment of

this subject can only be obtained by the combined hd^or of many men. jMy

experience has demonstrated that a deep interest in Anthropolog\' is widely

spread among the educated peoi)le of the country, as from e\ery hand

assistance is tendered, and thus valual)le material is steadily accuuudating;

but experience has also demonstrated that nuudi ell'ort is lost tbr want ttf a



proper ftimproheiision of the sul)jects and methods of investigation apper-

taining,' to this hrimeh of seientific research. For this reason a series of

pamphh't puliHiiitions, desiy^ned to give assistance and direction in these

investigations, has been commenced.

'I'he first of the series was prepared by myself and issued under the

title of " Iiitnxhutioii to the Study of Indian Languages;" the second is

the present, upon Sign-Language ; and a third, by Dr. IL C. Yarrow, United ,

States Army, ilesigned to incite inquiry into mortuary observances and

behefs e<»ncerning the dead prevailing among the Indian tribes, will shortly

be issued. Other puljlications of a like character will be prepared from

time to time. The.se publications are intended to servo a somewhat tempo-

rary purpose until a manual for the use of students of American Anthro-

pology is completed.

J. W. POWELL.



INQUIRIES AND SUGGESTIONS

SIGN-LANGUAGE AMONG THE NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS.

BY GARRICK MALLERY.

INTRODUCTORY.

The Bureau of Etluiology of the Smithsonian Institution lias in prep-

aration a work upon Sign-Language among the Nortli American Indians,

and, further, intended to be an exposition of the gesture-speech of mankind

thorough enough to be of suggestive use to students of philology and of

anthropology in general. The present paper is intended to indicate the

scope of that future publication, to excite interest and invite correspond-

ence on the subject, to submit suggestions as to desirable points and modes

of observation, and to give notice of some facilities provided for descrip-

tion and illustration.

The material now collected and collated is sufficient to show ihat the

importance of the subject deserves exhaustive research and presentation by

scientiiic methods instead of being confined to the fragmentary, indefinite,

and incidental publications thus fixr made, which have never yet been united

for comparison, and are most of them difficult of access. ]\Iany of the

descriptions given in the lists of earlier date than those contributed during

the past year in response to special request are too curt and incom])lete to

assure the perfect reproduction of the sign intended, while; in dthers the

very idea or object of the sign is loosely expressed, so tliat for thoi'ougli

and satisfactory exposition they require to be both corrected and supple-

mented, and therefore the cooi)eration of competent observers, to whom

1 s L
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this pamphlet is aihh-ossed, and to wliom it will Ijo mailud, is urgently

ni|iitstc(l.

|'h,. piil.Hratidii will mainly consist of a collation, in the form of a

vn.al.iilarN-. nt' all authentic signs, including signals made at a distance, with

tla-ir d.-scriptii.n, as also that of any specially associated facial expression,

Het f..rih in language intended to be so clear, illustrations being added when

necessary, that they can be reproduced by the reader. The descriptions con-

tributed, as also the explanation or conception occurring to or ascertained

by the contrilnitui-s, will he given in their own words, with their own illus-

tnitions when furnisjied or when they can be designed from written descrip-

tions, and always witli individual credit as well as responsibility. The signs

arranged in tlie \ ncabulary will be compared in their order with those of

deaf-mutes, with those of foreign tribes of men, whether ancient or modern,

and with the suggested radicals of languages, for assistance in which com-

parisons travelers and scholars are solicited to contribute in the same

manner and with the same credit above mentioned. The deductions and

generalizations of the editor of the work will be separate from this vocabu-

larv, though ])ased upon it, and some of those expressed in this preliminary

pajjer ma\- be modified on full information, as there is no conscious desire

to maintain an\ preconceived theories. Intelligent criticisms will be grate-

fully received, considered, and given honorable jjlace.

niACTirAL VAUE OF SIGN-LANG I"AGE.

The most obvious a|)pli cation of Indian sign-language will for its

l)ractieal utility depend, to a large extent, \i\Hm the correctness of the view*

siibniitte(l 1)\- the jjresent writer, in opposition to an opinion generally

entertained, that it is not a mere semaphoric repetition of traditional sig-

nals, whether or not purely arbitrary in their origin, but is a cultivated

art, loiniiltMl upnu principles which can be readil}' applied by ti'avelers and

otlicials so as to give them nnich independence of professional interpreters

—

a class dangerously deceitfid and trick}'. Possessing this art, as distin-

;,Miisli(d from a limile(l lis! of memorized motions, thev would accomplish

for themselves the desire of the Prince of Pontus, who begged of Nero an

accomplished pantomimist from the l\oman theater, to interpret among his
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many-tongued subjects. This advantage is .lot nierelv theorotifal, but has
been demonstrated to be practical by a profoss.,,- iu a .leat-,nute college
who, lately visiting several of the wild tribes of the plains, made himself
understood among all of them without knowing a word of any of their
languages; nor would it only obtain in connection with American tribes,

being applicable to intercourse with savages in Africa and Asia, tliough it

is not pretended to fullill by this agency the schoolmen's dream of an Ecu-
menical mode of connnunication between all peoples iu spite of their dia-

lectic divisions.

Sign-language, being the mother utterance of nature, poetically styled

by Lamautjne the visible attitudes of the soul, is suj^orior to all others in

that it permits every one to find in nature an image to express his thoughts

on the most needful matters intelligently to any other person, though it

must ever henceforth be inferior in the power of formulating thoughts now
attained by words, notwithstanding the boast of Roscius that he could

convey more varieties of sentiment by gesture alone than Cicero could in

oratory.

It is true that gestures excel in graphic and dramatic effect applied to

narrative and to rhetorical exhibition; but speech, when highly cultivated,

is better adapted to generalization and abstraction ; therefore to logic and

metaphysics. Some of the enthusiasts in signs have, however, contended

that this unfavorable distinction is not from any inl'.erent incapability,

but because their employment has not been continued luito perfection, and

that if they had been elaborated by the secular labor devoted to spoken

language they might in resources and distinctness have exceeded many

forms of the latter. Gallaudet, Peet, and others may be right in assert-

ing that man coidd by his arms, hands, and fingers, with facial and bodily

accentuation, express any idea that could be conveyed l)y words. The })ro-

cess regarding abstract ideas is only a variant from that of oral s])ecch, in

which the words for the most abstract ideas, such as law, virtue, infinitude,

and immortality, are shown l)y Max Muller to have been derived and

deduced, that is, abstracted from sensuous impressions. In the use ot

signs the countenance and manner as well as the tenor decide whether

objects themselves are intended, oi- the forms, positions, (pialities, and

motions of other objects which are suggested, and signs for moral and
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iutfllfctual i(k-;is, Iniuuk-il <>ii analogies, are common all over the world as

Wfll as aiiionj'' tlcat-miite.s. Concepts of the intangible and invisible are

nnlv learned throngh jjercepts of tangible and visible objects, whether

linallv expressed to the eye or to the ear, in terms of sight or of sound.

It will be admitted that the elements of the sign-language are tridy

natural ami universal, by recurring to which the less natural signs adopted

dialecticallv or for expedition can, with ])erhaps some circumlocution, be

explained. This power nf interpreting itself is a peculiar advantage, for

spoken languages, uidess e.xjdained l)y gestures or indications, can only be

interpreted by means of .some other .spoken language. There is another

characteristic of the gesture-speech that, though it cainiut be resorted to in

the dark, nor where the attention of the person addres.sed has not been

otherwise attracted, it has the countervailing benefit of use when the voice

could not be employed. When highly cultivated its rapiditv on familiar

subjects exceeds that of speech ami aj)i)roaclies to that of thought itself.

This statement may be startling to those who only notice that a selected

spoken word may convey in an instant a meaning for which the motions of

even an expert in signs may require a much longer time, but it must be

considered that oral speech is now wholly conventional, and that with the

^niiilar development of sign-language conventional expressions with hands

and body could bo made more quickly than with the vocal organs, because

more organs could be worked at once. Without such supposed develop-

ment the habitual coinmuniration between deaf-mutes and among Indians

using signs is jjcrhaps as rapid as l)etween the ignorant class of speakers

upon the .same subjects, and in many instances the signs would Avin at a

trial of speed.

Apart from lluir practical value for use with living members of the

tribes, our native stmiotics will surely help the ;u-ch;eologist in his study

of native picture-writing, the sole form of aboriginal records, for it was but

one more step to fasten iqion l)ark, skins, or rocks the evanescent air-pictures

t'l.it siiji ill pigments or carxiiigs jM-eserve their .skeleton outline, and in

their ideography a]»proa( li the rudiments of a phonetic alphabet. Gesture-

language i.s, ill fact, not oidy a picturedanguage, but is actual writing-,

though di.ssolviiig and synq)athetic, and neither alphabetic nor phonetic.
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Thouo-li written diameters are in our minds associated witli speccli, they
are shown, hy successfnl emphiynient in hierog-lyplis and by educated
deaf-mutes, to be representative of ideas witliout the intervention of sounds,

and so also are the outHnes of si<;ns. 'I'his will be more a])parent if the

motions expressing the most prominent feature, attribute, or function of

an object are made, or supposed to be made, so as to leave a luminous

track impressible to the eye, separate from the memljers producing it. The
actual result is an immateriate graphic representation of visible objects and

qimlities which, invested with substance, has become familiar to us as the

rclits, and also appears in the form of heraldic blazomy styled i)unning

or "canting." The reproduction of gesture-lines in the pictograi)lis made

by our Indians seems to have been most frequent in the attempt to con-

vey those subjective ideas which were beyond the range of an artistic skill

limited to the direct representation of objects, so that the part of the picto-

graphs, which is still the most difficult of interpi-etation, is precisely the

one which the study of sign-language is likely to eludicate. In this con-

nection it may be mentioned that a most interesting result has been obtained

in the tentative comparison so far made between the gesture-signs of our

Indians and some of the characters in the Chinese, Assyrian, Mexican, and

Runic alphabets or syllabaries, and also with Egyptian hieroglyphs.

While the gesture-utterance presents no other part of grammar to the

philologist besides syntax, or the grouping and sequence of its ideographic

pictures, the arrangement of signs when in connected succession affords

an interesting comparison with the early syntax of vocal language, and

the analysis of their original conceptions, studied together with the holo-

phrastic roots in the speech of the gesturers, may aid to ascertain some

relation between concrete ideas and words. Cleaning does not adhere

to the phonetic presentation of thought, while it does to signs. The

latter are doubtless more flexible and in that sense more nuitable than

words, but the ideas attached to them are persistent, and therefore there

is not much greater metamorphosis in the signs than in the cognitions.

The further a language has been develoj^ed from its primordial roots,

which have been twisted into forms no longer suggesting any reason

for their original selection, and tlu' more the primitive siguihcance of
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its words lias (lisai)i)earctl, the fewer points of contact can it retain with

si-'Ms. 'I'lie lii;.'-Iier hnif,''iiag'es are more precise because the conscious-

ness of the derivation of most of their words is lost, so that they have

become counters, jj^ood for any sense agreed upon ; but in our native dia-

hn-ts. which have not advanced in that direction to the degree exhibited, by

those of civihzed man, the connection between the idea and tlie word is

only less obvious than that still unbroken between the idea and the

sign, anil they remain strongly affected by the concepts of outline, form,

place, position, and feature on which gesture is founded, while they are

similar in their fertile combination of radicals. For these reasons the forms

of sign-language adopted by our Indians will be of special value to the

student of American linguistics.

A comparison sometimes drawn between sign-language and that of

our Indians, founded on the statement of their common poverty in abstract

expressions, is not just to either. Allusion has before been made to the

capacities of the gesture-speech in that regard, and a deeper study into

Indian tongues has shown that they are by no means so confined to the con-

crete as was once believed.

Iiulian language consists of a series of words that are but slightly diifer-

cntiated parts of speech following each other in the order suggested in the

minil of the speaker without absolute laws of arrangement, as its sentences

are not completely integrated. . The sentence necessitates parts of speech,

and jjarts of speech are j)0ssible only when a language has reached that

stage where sentences are logically constracted. The words of an Indian

tongue being .synthetic or undifferentiated parts of speech, are in this respect

strictly analogous to the gesture elements which enter into a sign-language.

The study of the latter is therefore valuable for comparison with the words

ol till- speech. The one language throws much light upon the other, and

neither can be studied to tlie best advantage Avithout a knowledge of the

other.

OKIC.IX AXI) EXTENT OP GESTURE-SPEECH.

It is an accepted maxim that nothing is thoroughly understood unless

its beginning is known. While this can never be absolutely accomplished

for sign-language, it may be traced to, and claims general interest- from,
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its illustration of the ancieut intorconimunication of niaiikind by gesture.

Many arguments have been adduced aiul more may be presented to prove

that the latter preceded articulate speech. The corporeal movements of

the lower animals to express, at least, emotion have been con-elated with

those of man, and classified by D.mjwin as e.xplicaljle on the principles of

serviceable associated habits, of antithesis, and of the constitution of the

nervous system. A child emploj-s intelligent gestures long in advance of

speech, although very early and persistent attempts are made to give it

instruction in the latter but none in the former ; it learns language only

through the medium of signs
; and long after familiarity with speech, consults

the gestures and facial expressions of its parents and luu-ses as if to trans-

late or explain their words ; which fixcts are important in reference to the

biologic law that the order of development of the individual is the same as

that of the species. Persons of limited vocabulary, whether foreigners to

the tongue employed, or native, but not accomplished in its use, even in

the midst of a civilization where gestures are deprecated, when at fault for

words resort instinctively to phj'sical motions that are not wild nor mean-

ingless, but picturesque and significant, though perhaps made by the ges-

turer for the first time ; and the same is true of the most fluent talkers on

occasions when the exact vocal formula desired does not at once suggest itself,

or is not satisfactory without assistance from the physical machinery not

embraced in the oral apparatus. Further evidence of the unconscious sur-

vival of gesture-language is afforded by the ready and involuntary response

made in signs to signs when a man with the speech and habits of civiliza-

tion is brought into close contact with Indians or deaf-mutes. Without

having ever before seen or made one of their signs he will soon not oidy

catch the meaning of theirs, but produce his own, which they will likewise

comprehend, the power seemingly remaining latent in him until called forth

by necessity. The signs used by uninstructed congenital deaf-mutes and

the facial expressions and gestures of the congenitally blind also present

considerations under the heads of "heredity" and "atavism," of some weight

when the subjects are descended from and dwell among people who had

disused gestures for generations, but of less consequence in cases such as

that mentioned Ijy Cardinal Wiseman of an Italian Wind man who, curiously
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i-iiou^ili. us.mI the precise signs made by his neiglibors. It is further

assi'it.il that sL-iiii-idiotic cliihh-en who cannot be taught more than the

nu-rcst riidiinciits of spec-fh can receive a considerable amount of knowledge

through signs and express themselves by them, and that sufferers from

aphasia continue to use appropriate gestures after their words are uncon-

trollable. In cases where men have been long in solitary confinement,

been abandoned, or otherwise have become isolated from their felloAvs, they

have lost speech entirely, in which they required to be reinstructed through

gestures in the same maimer that missionaries, explorers, and shipwrecked

mariners became acquainted with tongues before unknown to civilization.

Tiiese facts are to be considered in connection with the general law of evo-

lution, that in cases of degeneration the last and highest acquirements are

lost first.

The fact that the deaf-mute thinks without phonetic expression is a

stumbling-block to ^Fax Mi'LLER's ingenious theory of primitive speech, to

the effect that man had a creative faculty giving to each conception, as it

thrille<l through his brain for the first time, a special phonetic expression,

which faculty became extinct when its necessity ceased.

Ill conjecturing the first attempts of man or his hypothetical ancestor

at the expression either of jjcrcepts or concepts, it is difficult to connect

vocal sounds with an}' large number of objects, but readily conceivable

that there should have been resort, next to actual touch (of which all the

senses may be modifications) to suggest the characteristics of their forms

and movements to the eye—fully exercised before the tongue—so soon as

the arms and fingers became free for the requisite simulation or portrayal.

Tliere is no distinction between pantomime and sign-language except that

the foniu-r is the i)arent of the latter, which is more abbreviated and less

<tl)vious. I'antoniinie acts movements, reproduces forms and jiositions, pre-

sents pictures, and manifests emotions with greater realization than any
other mode of utterance. It may readily be supposed that a trogdolyte

man would desire to coiiunuiiicate the finding of a cave in the vicinity of a

])ure |)ool, circled with soft grass, and shaded bv' trees bearing edible fruit.

No natural sound is connected with any of those objects, but the position

and size of the cave, its distance and direction, the water, its quality, and
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amount, the verdant circling- oavjiet, and tlie kind and licin-lit of tlie trees

could have been made known hy pantomime in the da^.s of the mannnoth,

if articulate speech had not then been established, preciselv as Indians or

deaf-mutes would novv- communicate the news bv the same ayencv or bv
signs possessing- a natural analogy.

Independent of most of the a1)ove considerations, but from their own

foilures and discordancies, linguistic scholars have recentlv decided tliat

both the "l)ow-wow" and the "ding-dong" theories are unsatisfactory;

that the search for imitative, onomatopoetic, and directly expressive sounds

to explain the origin of human speech lias been too exclusive, an<l that many

primordial roots of language have been founded in the involuntary sounds

accompanying certain actions. As, however, the action was the essential,

and the consequent or concomitant sound the accident, it would be expected

that a representation or feigned reproduction of the action would have been

used to express the idea before the sound associated with that action could

have been separated from it. The visual onomatopoiia of gestures, which

even yet have been subjected to but slight artificial corruption, would

therefore serve as a key to the audible. It is also contended that in the

pristine days, when the sounds of the only words yet formed had close con-

nection with objects and the ideas directly derived from them, signs were

as much more copious for communication than speech as the sigiit embraces

more and more distinct characteristics of objects than does the sense of

liearing.

The preponderance of authority is that man, when in tin- possession of

all his faculties, did not choose between voice and gesture, )x)th being orig-

inall}' instinctive, as they both are now, and never, with those faculties, was

in a state where the one was used to the absolute exclusion of tiie other.

With the voice he at first imitated the few sounds of nature, while with ges-

ture he exhibited actions, motions, positions, forms, dimensions, directions,

and distances, and tlieir derivatives. It woidd appear from this uneciual di-

vision of capacity that oral sp' ech remained rmlimentary long after ges-

ture had become an art. With the concession of all pm-el}- imitative sounds

and of the spontaneous action of the vocal oi-gans under excitement, it is

still true that the connection between id.as and wor.ls generally depended
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u|M.ii 11 .•..inpart bi-twi-c-n tlio speaker ami hearer wliicli presupposes the

existence of n prior mode of comniunicatiou.

For the present purpose there is, however, no need to determine upon

the priority between communication of ideas by bodily motion and by vocal

articulation. It is enough to admit that the connection between them was

so early and intimate that the gestures, in tlie wide sense indicated of pre-

senting ideas under physical forms, had a direct formative effect upon many

words ; that they exhibit the earliest condition of the human mind
;

are

traced from the farthest antifpiity among all peoples possessing records

;

are universally prevalent in tlie savage stage of social evolution ;
survive

agreeably in the scenic pantomime, and still adhere to tlie ordinary speech

of civilized man by motion;, of the face, hands, head, and body, often invol-

untiuy, often purposely in illustiation or emphasis.

JIODEllN USE OF GESTUltES AND SIGNS.

The power of the visible gesture relative to and its influence upon

the words of modern oral speech are perhaps, with the qualification here-

after indicated, in inverse proportion to the general culture, but do not

bear that or any constant proportion to the development of the several

languages with which gesture is still more or less associated They are

affected more by the sociological conditions of the speakers than by the

degree of excellence of tlieir tongue. The statement is frequently made

that gesture is yet to some highly-advanced languages a necessary modify-

ing factor, and that only when a language has become so artificial as to be

completely expressible in written signs—indeed, has been remodeled throitgh

their long familiar use—can the bodily signs be wholly dispensed with. The

story has been told by travelers in many parts of the world that various

languages cannot be clearly understood in the dark by their possessors,

using their mother tongue between themselves. The evidence for this any-

where is suspicious, and when it is, as it often has been, asserted about

some of the tribes of North American Indians, it is absolutely false, and

must be attributed to the eiTor of travelers who, ignorant of the dialect,

never see the natives except when trying to make themselves intelligible to

their visitors liy a practice which they have found by experience to have
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been successful with strangers to tlieir tongue, or perlmps wl.cn tlu^y uro
guarding against being overheard by others. In tact, individuals of those
American tribes specially instanced in these i-eports as unable to convcM-se

without gesture, often, in their domestic ahamlmi, wrap themselves up in

robes or blankets with only breathing holes before the nose, so that no part

of the body is seen, and chatter away for hours, telling long stories. If

in daylight they thus voluntarily deprive tliemselvos of the possibility of

making signs, it is clear that their )n-eference for talks around the fire at

night is explicable by very natural reasons without the one attriljuted.

The inference, once carelessly made from the free use of gesture by some

of the Numa stock, that their tongue was too meager for use without

signs, is refuted by the now ascertained fact that their vocabulary is

remarkably copious and their parts of speech better differentiated than those

of many people on whom no such stigma has been affixed. All theories,

indeed, based upon the supposed poverty of American languages nuist

be abandoned.

The true distinction is that where people speaking precisely the same

dialect are not numerous, and are thrown into constant contact on ecjual

terms with others of differing dialects and languages, gesture is necessarily

resorted to for converse with the latter, and remains as a habit or accora-

pHshment among themselves, while large bodies enjoying common speech,

and either isolated from foreigners, or, when in contact with them, so domi-

nant as to compel the learning and adoption of their own tongue, become

impassive in its delivery. The undemonstrative English, long insular, and

now rulers wdien spread over continents, may be compared with the profusely

gesticulating Italians dwelling in a maze of dialects and subject for centu-

ries either to foreign rule or to the influx of strangers on ^vhom they de-

pended. King Ferdinand returning to Naples after the revolt of 1821, and

finding that the boisterous multitude would not allow his voice to be heard,

resorted successfully to a royal address in signs, giving reproaches, threats,

admonitions, pardon, and dismissal, to the entire satisfaction of the assem-

bled lazzaroni, which rivalry of Punch would, in Loudon, have occasioned

measureless ridicule and disgust. TIk; difference in what is vaguely .styled

temperament does not wholly explain this contrast, for the performance was
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civ»lital)lo both to tlie rfadiness of tin- Iviiig in an omergenpy and to the

aptness of his ijeojjle, the main distinction being tliat in Italy tlieve was a

recogiiizeil and cultivated language of signs long disused in Great Britain.

As the number of dialects in any district decreases so will the gestuies,

though doul)tless there is also influence from the fact not merely that a lan-

guage has been reduced to and modified by writing, but that people who

are accuston)ed generally to read and write, as are the English and Ger-

mans, will after a time think and talk as they write, and without the ac-

companiments still persistent among Hindus, Arabs, and the less literate

Europeans.

.Manv instances are shown of the discontinuance of gesture- speech

with no development in the native language of the gesturers, but from the

invention for interconnnunication of one used in common. The Kalapuyas

of .Southern Oregon until recently used a sign-language, but have grad-

uallv adojited for foreign intercourse the composite tongue, commonly called

the Tsinnk or Chinook jargon, which probably arose for trade purposes on the

Colund)ia liiver before the advent of Eui-opeans, founded on Ihe Tsinuk,

Tsihali, Nutka, &c., but now enriched by English and French terms, and

have nearly forgotten their old signs. The prevalence of this mongrel

speech, originating in the same causes that produced the pigeon-English

or linf/ua-fraiica of the Orient, explains the marked scantness of sign-language

among the tribes of the Northwest coast. No explanation is needed for

the disuse of that mode of communication when the one of surrounding

civilization is recognized as necessary or important to be acquired, and

gradually becomes known as the best conmion medium, even before it is

actually spoken Ijy many individuals of the several tribes.

I.S IMH.VN SKiN LANGUAGE TOJIVKltSAL ANJ) IDENTICAL!

The assertion has been made b)' many writers, and is currently re-

peated by Indian tradei-s and some Auny officers, that all the tribes of

North America have had and still use a common and identical sign-language

of ancient origin, in which they can communicate freely without oral assist-

ance. Tlie fact that this remarkable statement is at variance with some of

the principles of the formation and use of signs set forth by Dr. Tylok,
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whose inimitable chapters on gesture-speech in his " Researclies into the
Early History of Mankind " have in a great degree prompted the present

inquiries, does not appear to have attracted the attention of that eminent
authority. He receives the report without question, and formulates it, that

" the same signs serve as u medium of converse from Hudson Bay to the

Gulf of Mexico." Its truth can only be established by careful comparison

of lists or vocabularies of signs taken under test conditions at widely dif-

ferent times and places. For this purpose lists have been collated by the

writer, taken in different parts of the country at several dates, from the last

century to the last month, comprising together more than eight hundred

signs, many of them, however, being mere variants or synonyms for tlie

same object or quality, and some being of small value from uncertainty in

desciiption or authority, or both.

The result of the collation and analysis thus far made is that the al-

leged existence of one universal and absolute sign-language is, in its terms

of general assertion, one of the many popular errors prevailing about our

aborigines. In numerous instances there is an entire discrepancy between

the signs made by different bodies of Indians to express the same idea

;

arud if any of these are regarded as determinate, or even widely conven-

tional, and used without further devices, they will foil in conveying the

desired impression to any one unskilled in gesture as an art, who had not

formed the same precise conception or been instructed in the arbitraiy

motion. Probably none of the gestures that are found in current use are,

in their origin, conventional, but are only portions, more or less elaborate,

of obvious natural pantomime, and those proving efficient to convey most

successfully at any time the several ideas became the most widely adopted,

liable, however, to be superseded by }et more appropriate conceptions and

delineations. The skill of any trilje and the copiousness of its signs are

proportioned to the accidental ability of the few individuals in it who act

as custodians and teachers, so that the several tribes at different times ^•ary

in their degree of proficiency, and therefore both the precise mode of semi-

otic expression and the amount of its general use are always fhu-tuating.

All the signs, even those classed as innate, were at some time invented l)y

some one person, tlidTigh l)y others sinndtaneously and in.lependently, and'
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iiiiiny of thcni became for<,^otton and were reinvented. Tlioir ])revalence

and ii.nnanfnce were determined by the experience of tlicir utility, and it

wi.uld be lii;rldy interesting to ascertain how long a time was required for

a di.stiiiftly new conception or execution to gain currency, become "the

fashion," so to si)eak, over a large part of the continent, and to be sup-

planted by a new " mode."

'I'lie process is precisely tlic same as among the deaf-mutes. One of

those, living among his speaking relatives, may invent signs which the

latter are taught to understan<l, though strangers sometimes will not, be-

cause they may be by no means the fittest exju-essions. Should a dozen or

more deaf-mutes, possessed only of such crude signs, come together, they

will Ije able at first to communicate onl}- on a few conmion subjects, but

the nund>er of those and the general scope of exjjression will be continually

enlarged. They will also resort to the invention of new signs for new

ideas as they arise, which Avill be made intelligible, if necessary, through

the illustration and definition given by signs formally adopted, so that the

fittest signs will ])e evolved, after mutual trial, and will survive. A multi-

])lication of the numbers confined together, either of deaf-mutes or of Indians

wlio.se speech is diverse, will not decrease the resulting uniformity, thovjgh

it will increase liotli the copiousness and the precision of the vocabulary.

Tile only one of the correspondents of the present writer Avho remains

demonstratively unconvinced of the diversities in Indian sign-language,

])erli;ips became ]ireju(lic((l when in charge of a reservation where Arajj-

aiios, Clieyennes, and iSioux had for a consideral)le time been kept secluded,

so far as could be done by governmental power, from the outer world, and

where natuially their signs were modified so as to become common property.

Sometimes signs, doubtless once air-pictures of the most striking out-

line of an oljject, or of tlie most characteristic features of an action, have

in time become abbreviated and, to some extent, conventionalized among
members of the same tribe and its immediate neighbors, and have not be-

come cominoii to thciii with other tribes simply l)ecause the form of abbre-

viation has been peculiar. In other ci.ses, with the same conception and

attempted characterization, anotlier yet etpially appropriate delineation has

been selected, and when lioth of ilu! differing delineations have been abbre-
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viated the diversity is vastly increased. The original conception, being
independent, has necessarily also varied, because all objects have several

characteristics, and what struck one set of people as the most distinctive

of these would not always so impress another. From these reasons we
cannot expect, without trouble, to understand the et^inology of all the

signs, being less rich in ancillary material than were even the old pliilolo-

gists, who guessed at Latin and Greek derivations before they were assisted

by Sanscrit and other Aryan roots.

It is not difficult to conjecture some of the causes of the report under

consideration. Explorers and officials are naturally brought into contact

more closely with those persons of the tribes visited who are experts in the

sign-language than with their other members, and those experts are selected,

on account of their skill as interpreters, as guides to accompany the visit-

ors. The latter also seek occasion to be present when the signs are used,

whether with or without words, in intertribal councils, and then the same

class of experts are the orators, for this long exercise in gesture-speech has

made the Indian politicians, with no special effijrt, masters of the art only

acquired by our pidjlic speakers after laborious apprenticeship before their

mirrors. The whole theory and practice of sign-language being that all

who understand its principles can make themselves mutually intelligible,

the fact of the ready comprehension and response among all the skilled

gesturers gives the impression of a common code. P^u-thermore, if the

explorer learns to use any of the signs used by any of the tribes, he will

probably be understood in any other by the same class of persons who will

surround him in the latter, thereby confirming liiiu in the " \niiver.sal"

theory. Those of the tribe who are less skilled, but who are not noticed,

might be unable to catch the meaning of signs which have not been actu-

ally taught to them, just as ignorant persons among us cannot derive any

sense from newlj'-coined Avords or those strange to their liabitual vocabu-

lary, which linguistic scholars would instantly understand, though never

before heard, and might afterward adoi)t.

In order to sustain the position taken as to the existence of a general

system instead of a uniform code, admitting the generic miity while deny-

big the specific identity, and to sliuu' that tiiis is not a distinction without
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u dilTi'i-eiice, a miinbor of specimens are extracted from the present collec-

tion of si^rns, wliirli are also in some cases compared with those of deaf-

iiiutt'S am! with •rfstiircs madt; l)y other peoples.

AUTHORITIES FOR THE SIGNS CITED.

The sig^ns, descriptions of which are submitted in the present paper, are

takc-n from some one or more of the following authorities, viz :

1. A list jn-epared by William Dunbar, dated Natchez, June 30, 1800,

collected from tribes then west of the Mississippi, but probably not from

those very far west of that river, published in the Transactions of the Amer-

ican Philosophical Society, vol. vi, as read January 16, 1801, and commu-

iiicatL-d by Thomas Jefferson, president of the society.

2. Tlie one published in 1823 in "An Account of an Expedition from

Pittsburgh to the Rocky Mountains, performed in the years 1819-1820.

By order of the Hon. J. C. Calhoun, Secretary of War, under the command

of Maj. S. II. Long, of the United States Topographical Engineers." (Com-

monly called James' Long's Expedition.) This ap^jears to have been col-

h'cteil chiefly by Mr. T. Say, from the Pani, and the Kansas, Otoes, Mis-

souris, lowas, Omahas, and other southern branches of the great Dakota

family.

3. The one C(»llected by Prince Maximilian von Wied-Neuwied in

lS;!2-34, from the Cheyenne, Shoshoni, Arikara, Satsika, and the Absaroki,

the .^landans, Ilidatsa, and other Northern Dakotas. This list is not pub-

lished in the English edition, but appears in the German, Coblenz, 1839,

and in the Fn-iich, Paris, 1840. Bibliographic reference is often made to

this distingnished exjdorer as " Prince Maximilian," as if there were not

many possessors of that christian name among princely families. For

brevity the reference in this paper will be " IRVy/."

4. 'I'lic small cDlJection of J. (i. Kohl, made about the middle of the

present century, among the Ojibwas and their neighbors around Lake
Superior. Published in his "Kitchiganii. Wanderings around Lake Supe-

rior," Loudon, ISCO.

o. Tliat of the distinguished explorer, Capt R. F. Burton, collected in

18G0-(J1, from the tribes met or learned of on the overiand stage route,
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including- Southern Dakotas, Utcs, Slioslioni, Arapniios, Crows, I'ani, and

Apaclies. This is contained in " The City of the Saints," New York, 18(;2.

6. A manuscsipt list in the possession of the I'.ureau of Ethnology,

contributed by Brevet Col. James S. Brisbin, Major Second Cavalrv, United

States Army, probaljly jirepared in 1878-79, and chieiiy taken fr.im the

Crows, Shoshoni, and Sioux.

7. A list prepared in July, 1879, by Mr. Frank 11. Cusuino, of the

Smithsonian Institution, from continued interviews with Titchkcinatski, an

intelligent Cheyenne, now employed at that Institution, whose gestures were

analyzed, their description as made dictated to a phonographer, and the

more generic signs also photographed as made before the camera. The

name of the Indian in reference to this list is used instead of that of the

collector, as Mr. Cushing has made other contributions, to be separately

noted with his name for distinctiveness.

8. A valuable and illustrated contribution from Dr. Washixgton Mat-

thews, Assistant Surgeon United States Army, author of " Ethnography

and Philology of the Hidatsa Indians," &c., lately prepared from his notes

and recollections of signs oljserved during his long service among the In-

dians of the Upper Missouri and the plains.

9. A report of Dr. AY. J. Hoffman, from observations among the Te-

ton Dakotas while Acting Assistant Surgeon, United States Army, and sta-

tioned at Grand River Agency, Dakota, during 1872-73.

10 A special contribution from Lieut. H. R. Lemly, Third United

States Artillery, compiled from notes and observatiofls taken by him in

1877 among the Northern Arapahos.

11. Some preliminary notes lately received from Rev. Taylor F. Eaey,

missionary among the Zuni, upon the signs of that body of Indians.

12. Similar notes from Rev. A. J. Holt, Denison, Tex., respecting the

Comanche signs.

13. Similar notes from Yery Rev. Edward Jackek, Pointe St. Ignace,

Mich., respecting the Ojibwa.

14. A special li.st from Rev. J Owen Dorsey, missionary at Omaha

Agency, Nebraska, from observations lately made among the Ponkas and

Omahas.

2 s L
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1"). A letter from J. W. PowKU., esq., Indian superintendent, Britisli

('i)linnl)iii, reliitinjr to iiis observations anionji- the Kutine and others.

K;. a sj)ecial list from Dr. C'iiakles E. McCiii^.sney, Acting Assistant

Sur-'-eon I'nited States Army, of signs collected among the Dakotas (Sioux)

near Fort Ik-nnett, Dakota, during the present winter.

17. A comnmnication from Rev. J.\mks A. Gilfillan, White Earth,

.Minn , relating to signs observed among the Ojibwas during his long period

of mi.ssionary duty, sliU continuing.

is. A eomnuuiication from Brevet Col. Richard I. Dodgk, Lieutenant-

Colonel Twenty-third Infantry, United States Army, author of " The

I'lains of the Great West and their Inhabitants," &c., relating to his large

e.xperieiice with the Indians of the praii-ies.

1!). A list contributed by Rev. G. L. Deffenbaugh, of Lapwai, Idaho,

•riving signs obtained at Kamiah, and used by the Sahaptin or Nez Perces.

20. Information obtained by Dr. W.J. Hoffmann, in assisting the pres-

ent writer, from Natshes, a Pah-Ute chief, who was one of a delegation of

that tribe to Washington, in Jaiunuy, 1880.

21. Information from Major J. M. IIawortii, special agent of the In-

dian lUireau, relating to tlie Comanches.

'J'he adjunction to the descriptions of the name of the particular author,

contributor, or person from whom they are severally taken (a plan wliich

will ])e pursued in tlu; final publicati(Mi) not only furnishes evidence ot

autheiiticitv, but indicat(;s the locality and time of observation.

INST.VNCES rtF DIVERSE CONCEPTIONS AND EXECUTIONS.

Some examples have been selected of diverse conceptions and execu-

tions for the .same object or thought.

Chief. Seven distinct signs.

1. Forefinger of right hand extended, passed perpendicularly down-

ward, then ttirned upward in a right line as liigli as the head. {Long.)

" Rising above otliers."

2. With forelinger of right hand, of which the other fingers are closed,

pointing up, back to forehead, descril)e the flight of an arrow shot up and

tinning down again, allowing the hand to dro]), the linger pointing down
"ii'il about tlie middle of tlie body. (Ilridiiii.) Same idea of superior
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lieiglit expressed conversely. Almost the same si-iu, the haud, however,
being- moved downward rapidly and the gesture preceded by touching the

lower lip with the index, the French deaf-mutes use for "commaud,'' "order."

3. The extended foreiiuger of the right hand, of which tlu' other iino-ers

are closed, is raised to the right side of the head, and above it as far as the

arm can be extended, and then the hand is brought down in front of the

body, with wrist lient, the l)ack of haud in iVout, exteiuled foreiiuger \Knnt-

ing downward and the others closed. "Raised above oth(a-s." {McCln-si/cij.)

4. Begin with sign far "man;" then the forefinger of i-ight haud ])oints

forward and downward, followed by a curved motion forward, outward, and

downward. {T'dclil;c)tnttsl;i.) "He who sits still ami counuauds others."

5. Raise the index of right haud, which is held upright; turn the index

in a cii'cle and lower it a little to the earth. (Tr/i"(/.) "He who is the

center of surrounding interiors." The air-picture reminds of the royal

scepter with its sphere.

(i. Bring the closed right hand, forefinger pointing up, on a level with

the face; then bring the palm of the left hand with force against the right

forefinger; next send up the right hand above the head, leaving the left as

it is. (Dorseif.)

7. The Pah-Utes distinguish the head chief of the tribe from the chief of

a band. For the former they grasp the forelock with the right hand, ])alm

backward, pass the hand u[)ward about six inches, and hold tlie hair in that

position a moment; and for the latter they make the same motion, but

instead of holding the hair above the head they lay it down over the right

temple, holding it there a moment. (Nufshes.)

Divj. Seven signs.

1. Pass the index-finger pointing along the vault of heaven from east

to west. {Kohl.) Oar deaf-mutes use the same sign.

2. Same motion with whole right hand. {Bmhij/.)

3. Same motion with forefinger of right hand crooked, followed by

both hm.ds slightly spread out a)id elevated to a i)oiut in IVont of and con-

siderably above tiie head, then brought down in a scMnicircle to a level

below the shoulder, ending with outsp ead i)alms upNNar<l. {Titchlcemdtsld.)

This, probablv, is the opening out of tlie day iVoui abo^•e, after the risen sun.
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4. Simply iiiakf :i ciirk- with the forefingers of both hands. (Burton.)

Tlie n)iin<l iHsk.

0. Place lioth hands at some distance in front of the breast, apart, and

backs downward ( Wkd.)

{'). IJring both hands sinndtaneously from a position in front of the

liudv, lingers extended and joined, palms down one above the other, fore-

arms liorizontal, in a circularly sei)aratin<,'' manner to their respective sides,

palms up and forearms horizontal; /. c, " Everything is open." {Lemli/.)

7. Bi.tli iian<ls raised in front of and a httle higher than the head,

fingers of Ijotli hands liorizontal, extended, and meeting at the tips, palms

of hands downward, and arms bowed; open up the hands with fingers per-

pendicular, and at once carry the arms out to their full extent to the sides

of the bod\-, bringing the palms up. " The opening of the day from above.

The dispersion of darkness." (McChesney.)

The French deaf-mutes fold the hands upon each other and the breast,

then raise them, palms inward, to beyond each side of the head.

To-day, this day, has four widely discrepant signs in, at least, appear-

ance. In one, the nose is touched with the index tip, followed by a motion

of the fist toward the ground (Burton), perhaps including the idea of "now,"

"here." In another, both hands are extended, palms outward, and swejit

slowly forward and to each side. (Titchkemdtski.) This may combine the

idea of note with openness, the first part of it resembling the general deaf-

mute sign for "here" or "now."

A third observer gives as used for the idea of the present day the sign

also used for "hour," viz: join the tips of the thumb and forefinger of the same

hand, the interior outline approximating a circle, and let the hand pause at

the jjrdper altitude east or west of the assumed meridian. (Lemly.)

A fourth reports a compound sign: First make the following sign, which

is that for '-now." Forefniger of right hand (of which the other fingers

are closed) extended, raise the arm |)erpondicularly a little above the right

side of the head, so that the extended finger will point to the center of the

heavens and then brought down on a level with the right breast, forefinger

still pointing up, and iunnediately carry it to the position reiptired in mak-
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ing- the sign for day as above (McChesiiei/), which is used to complete tlio

sign for fo-(hii/. {McCJiesuc!/.)

Deaf]/, dead. Seven signs.

1. Right liand, lingers front at heigl\t of stoniacli, tlieii, with a sort of

flop, throw the hand over Avith the i)ahii up, linger pointing a little to the

right and front, hand held horizontal. (Brishiu.) " Upset, keeled over."

2. Left hand ilattened and held, back upward, thunil) inward, in front

of and a feAV inches from the breast; right hand slightly clasped, forelino-er

more extended than the others, and passed snddenlv under the left hand,

the latter being at the same time g'ently moved toward the breast. (Titchkc-

ttiutsl'i.) "Gone under."

3. Hold the left hand tlat against the face, back ontward ; then pass

the right hand, held in the same manner, under the left, striking and touch-

ing it lightly. ( Wled.) The same idea of " under"or " burial," (piite diiferentl

y

executed. Dr. McChesney, however, conjectures this sign to be that of won-

der or surprise at hearing of a death, but not a distinct sign for the latter.

4. Throw the forefinger from the j)erpendicular into a horizontal posi-

tion toward the earth with the back downward. {Loitf/.)

5. Place the left forefinger and thumb against the heart, act as if tak-

inp- a hair from the thumb and forefinger of the left hand with the forefinger

and thumb of the right and slowly cast it from yon, only letting the left

hand remain at the heart, and let the index-finger of the right hand point

outward toward the distant horizon. (Holt.)

G. Palm of band upward, then a wave like motion toward the ground.

(Eal^.)

7. Place the palm of the hand at a short distance from the side ot the

head, then withdraw it gently in an oblique downward direction, inclining

the head and upper i)art of the body in the same direction. (Jaclcer.)

The last authority notes that there is an apparent connection between

this conception and execution and the etymoh.gy of the corresponding

terms in Ojibwa: "he dies," is mho; "he sleeps," is nilm. The common idea

expressed bv the gesture is a sinking to rest The original significance of

the root »///seems to be " leaning;" auihria. " it is leaning;" <anbel;ce,», " he

inclines the head si.lewards." The word mba or »ibe (only in compounds)
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couvevs thf i.lca of "iiioht," jiei-liiips as the lUllinji; over, tlie goiny- to rest,

or the death, of (lie <lay. 'I'he term for "leaf" (of a tree or plant), wliiih

is iniibl'ih, may spriii;^- from the same; root, leaves being the leaning or down-

hauging parts of the plant. With this may be compared the Chahta term

for " leaves,'' literally translated " tree hair".

The French deaf-nnite conception is that of gently falling or sinking,

the right index falling from the height of the right shoulder upon the left

forefinger toward which the head is inclined.

Kill. In one sign the hands are held with the edges upward, and the

right strikes the left transversely, as in the act of chopping. This seems to

convev particnlarlv the notion of a stroke witli a tomahawk or war-club.

{Lout/.) It is more definitely expressed as follows: The left hand, thumb

up, back forwards, not very rigidly extended, is held before the chest and

struck in the jialm with the outer edge of the right hand. {MaltJieivs.)

Another sign: Smite the sinister palm earthward with the dexter fist sharply,

ill suggestion of going down. (Burfon.) Another: Strike out with the dex-

ter fist toward the ground, meaning to shut down. (Burton; McChesney.)

This same sign is made by the Utes, with the statement that it means "to

kill" or "stab" with a knife, having reference to the time when that was

the most conunon weapon. A Iburtli : Pass the right under the left fore-

finger (Burton), "make go under." The threat, "I will kill you," ajjpears

in one case as directing the right hand toward the oftender and springing

the finger from the thumb as in the act of sprinkling water (Lony), the idea

being perhaps causing l)lood to flow, or perhaps sputtering away the life,

tlKtugh this part of the sign is nearly the same as that sometimes nsed for

the discharge of a gun or arrow.

/'V(7/-, coward.

1. Both hands, with fingers turned inward opposite the lower rib.s, then

l)rought npward with a trenudous motion, as if to represent the common

idea of the heart rising u\) to the throat. [Dunhar.)

2. Head stooped down, and arm thrown up quickly as if to protect it.

(Long.)

l^. Fitigers and thund) of right hand, which droops downward, closed

to a }ioint to represent a heart, violently and repeatedly beaten against the
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left breast just over tlie heart to imitate i)alpitatioii. ('nirldxmdisl-i.) The
Sioux use the same sign witliout chtsing the iiugers to re})resent a heart.

(3IcChcsne>/.)

The French deaf-mutes, besides l)eating the heart, aihl a nervous back-

ward shrinking with both hands. Our deaf-mutes omit the beating of the

heart, except for excessive terror.

4. Point forward several times witli tlie index, followed l)v tlie remain-

ing fingers, each time drawing the index back (U'/w/;, as if impossible to

keep the man to the front.

6. May be signified by making the sign for a s(piaw, if the one in fear

be a man or boy. (Lemlij.)

6. Cross the arms over the breast, fists ch)sed, bow the liead over the

crossed arms, but turn it a Httle to the left. {Dorset/.)

Woman has foiir signs : one expressing the mannntc, one indicating

shortness as compared with man, and the two most eonnnon severally indi-

cating the longer hair or more flowing dress. The hair is .sometimes indi-

cated by a motion with the right hand as though drawing a comb through

the entire length of the hair on that side of the head {McChesneij); and

sometimes bv turning the right hand about the ear, as if putting the hair

behind it. {Dodge.) The deaf-mutes generally mark the line of the bon-

net-string down the cheek.

QuantUijr manij, mueh. Six wholly distinct executions and several con-

ceptions.

1. The flat of the right hand i)atting the back of the left several times,

proportioned in number to the quantity. (Dimhar.) Simple rei)etition.

2. Clutching at the air several times with both hands. {Kolil.) Same

idea of repetition, more ol)jective. Tliis sign ma\- easily be confounded

with the mode of counting or enumeration by presenting the ten digits.

3. Hands and arms passed curvilinearly outward and downward as if

forming a large globe, then hands closed and elevated as if something were

grasped in each, and held uj) as high as the face. (Jm)i<j.)

4. Hands held scoop-tashion, palms toward each other, about two feet

apart, at the height of the lower ribs, iinger-ends downward: then with

a diving motion, as if scooi)ing up small articles fVom a sack uv barrel,
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bnii<,' tin,' liands iioarly to;,fc'ther, fiiiffers closed, as if holding a number of

the sniail (»ljjeet.s in each Jiand, and up again to the height of the breast.

( liiislin.) Tlie Simix make substantially the same sign, with the difference

tiiat thev Ijcgin about a foot and a half from the ground and bring the hands

up ti. the height of the breast. {McChcsncy.)

.'). Hoth liands closed, brought up in a curved motion toward each

otbiT to the level of the neck. {Titchkemdtsld.) Idea of fullness.

G. Move the two open hands toward each other and slightly upward

{Wkd) ; the action of forming or delineating a heap.

I, iDi/scIf, first personal pronoun.

Represented in some tribes by motions of the right hand upon the

l)reast, the hand sometimes clinched and striu'k repeatedly on the breast

—

oi- the lingers or the index alone placed upon it. Otliers touch the nose-tip

with the index, or lay it upon the ridge of the nose, the end resting between

the eyes.

.Some deaf-mutes push the forefinger against the pit of the stomach,

others against the breast, and others jjoint it to the neck for this personality.

Yes, aflirniative, "it is so."

< )ue of the signs is somewhat like " trutli," but the forefinger proceeds

straight forward from the breast instead of the mouth, and when at the end

of its course it seems gently to strike something, as if the subject were at

an end {Lo)if/)
; no further discussion, "

'nuft' said," as is the vulgar phrase

of agreement. Another: Quick motion of the right hand forward from the

mouth, first jmsition about six inches from the mouth and final as far again

away. In the first position the index is extended, the others closed, in the

final the index is loosely closed, thrown in that position as the hand is moved
forward, as though hooking something with it. Palm of hand out. {Deffen-

b(ii(i/li.)

Others wave both hands straight forward from the face (Burton),

whirl) may be compared with the forward nod common over most of the

world for assent, but that gesture is not universal, as the New Zealandcrs

elevate the head and ehin, and the Turks shake it like our negative.

With others, again, the right hand is elevated to the level and in front

nt the sli,.uld(r, the first two lingers s ewhat extended, thumb resting

agamst the middle liiin,-i-, an<l then a sudden motion in a curve forward
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and downward. {Titclilcemutski) As tliis corresponds lu-arly with tlie si

made for "sit" by the same tril)es, its couceptiou may be that of resting

upon or settling- a question.

Still anotlier variant is wjiere the I'iglit liand, with the forefuiger

(only) extended, and pointing forward, is held before and near the chest.

It is then moved forward one or two feet, usually with a slight curve down-
ward. (Matthews.)

Good. Six diverse signs.

1. The hand held horizontally, back upward, describes Mith the arm

a horizontal curve outward. {Lo)i(/.)

2. Simi)le horizontal movement of the right hand from the Itreast.

(Wied.) These signs may convey the suggestion of level—no difficulty—

and are nearl)^ identical with one of those for "content," "glad." The

first of them is like our motion of benediction, but may more suggestively

be compared with several of the above signs for "yes," and in (ipposition to

several of those below for "bad" and "no," showing the iilea of acceptance

or selection of objects presented, instead of their rejection.

3. With the right hand, palm down, fingers t(» the left, thumb touching

the breast, move the hand straight to the front and slightl}' u|)ward.

[Brlshin.) The Sioux make the same sign without the final upward motion.

(McChesiiei).)

4. Wave the right hand from the mouth, extending the tlnnnb from

the index and closing the other three fingers. {Barton.)

5. The riglit hand, fingers pointing to the left, on a level with moutli,

thumb inward, suddenly moved with curve outward, so as to jiresent the

palm to the person addressed. (TitchJceiudhld.)

These last signs appear to be connected with a pleasant taste in the

mouth, as is the sign of the French and our deaf-nuites, waving thence the

hand, back upward, with fingers straight and joined, in a forward and

downward curve. The same gesture with hand siilewise is theirs and ours

for general assent ;
" very well !"

G. Move the right hand, palm down, over thv. blanket, I'ight and left

several times. {Dorse//.)

Bad. The signs most connnon consist malidy in smartly thrownig out

the dexter fingers as if sprinkling water, or snapi)ing all the lingers Irom the
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tliiiinb. This may l^e compared with the deaf-mute sign of flipiniig an imagi-

nary object between the thumb-nail and the forefinger, denoting something

small or contemptible The motion of snapping a finger either on or from

the thumb in disdain is not only of large modern prevalence in civilization, but

is at least as ancient as the contemporary statue of Sardauapalus at Anchiale.

Another sign is, hands open, palms turned in, move one hand toward and

the other from the body, then vice versa. Another less forcible but equally

suggestive gesture for kiti is closing the hand and then opening while lower-

ing it, as if dropping out the contents {Wkd; McClicsneij) ; "not worth keep-

ing." It becomes again more forcijjle in another variant, viz : the hand closed,

back toward and near the breast, then as the forearm is suddenl}' extended

the hand is opened and the fingers separated from each other. (IlaUheivs.)

This is the casting away of a sup})0sed object, and the same authority con-

nects it with contempt b)' reporting that the sign for the latter is the same,

only still more forcibly made. Another sign for contempt, and which

is the highest degree of insult, is as follows : The right hand is shut or

clinched and held drawn in toward the chest and on a level with it, with

the back of tluj hand down, and the shut fingers and thumb up, and the

expression of contempt is given by extending out the hand and arm directly

ill front of tlie l)(i(ly, at the same time opcniing tlie thumb and fingers wide

and apart, so that at the termination of the motion the arm is neai'ly

extended, and the thumb and fingers all radiating out as it were from the

center of the hand, and the palm of the hand still pointing upward. {Gil-

jUlan.) The Neapolitans, to express contempt, blow towards the person or

thing referred to. The deaf-mutes preserve the connection of " bad " and

"taste" by Itriishing from the side of the ni(nith.

Undrrbtand, know, is very variously expressed by manipulations in

which the nose, ear, chin, mouth, and breast are selected as objective

j)«)ints, all the motions Ijeing ai)propnate. Tliinl; ov guess is also diversely

indicated. Sometimes the forefinger is simply drawn sharply across the

lireast from left to right. (Burton.) Some hit the chest with closed fist,

thuiiib (.vcr.tlie list. Again, the right fist is held with the thuml) between

tlie eyes and jjidpclled front and downward. We, for show of thought, rest

the fun-linger on the Ibreliead. There is also a less intelligible sign, in

whi.h the right hand, lingers and ihiunlt loostdy (dosed, index crooked and
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slightly extended, is dipped over toward and snddcnly forward tV..ni the

left shoulder. {T/tchkcmdfsl{i.) All the gestures of deaf-mutes relating to

intelligence are connected with the forehead.

AnhnaJs are expressed pantoniiuiically by sonu; characteristic of their

motion or form, and tlie Indian mimographers generally seem to have hit

upon similar signs for the several animals; but to this rule there are marked

exceptions, especiall)- in the signs for the dcrr and the thfi. For the (her six

signs are noted

:

1. Right hand extended upward liy the right ear, with a (piick puff from

the mouth {Dnuhar), perhajis in allusion to the fleet escape on hearing noi.se.

2. Make several passes with the hand before the lace. {M'icd.)

3. With the right hand iii front of body on a level with the shoulder,

and about eighteen iiu'hes from it, palm down, make tlu' quick u])-and-down

motion with all the lingers held loosely together, as of the motion of tlie

deer's tail when running. The wrist is fixed in making this sign. It is

very expressive to any one who has ever seen the surprised deer in motion.

{McCliesney.)

4. Forefinger of right hand extended vertically, back t(nvard breast,

then turned from side to side, to imitate the uu)tiou of the animal wIh'u

walking at leisure. {Long.)

5. Both hands, fingers irregularly outsi)read at the sides of tlie head,

to imitate the outspread horns. {Titchemdtski.) This sign is made I)}- our

deaf-mutes.

G. Same position, confined to the tluunb and two first fingers of each

hand. (Biniou.)

The above signs all appear to be used for the animal generically, but

the following are separately reported for two of tlu^ species:

Black-tailed deer [Cariaciis macrotis (Say), Gray].

1. Make several passes witli the hand before the lace, then indicate a

tail. (Wicd.)

2. Hold the left hand pendant a short distance in front of the chest,

thumb inward, finger ends approximated t.. each other as unu'h as possible

(i. e., with the first and fourth drawn together nude.- the second ami third).

Thei'i close the right hand anmud th.- left (pahn to ba<'k, and .'overing the
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bases of the U^t't-liand lingers) and draw them downward, still closed, until

it is entirely- drawn away. Tliis sign seems to represent the act of smooth-

ing down the fusiform tuft at the eiul of the animal's tail. {Mattlmvs.)

White-tailed deer {^Cartacus virf/imaiiKS macruriis (Raf.), Cones].

Hold the light hand u))riglit before the chest, all fingers but the index

being Ijent, the palm Ijcing turned as uuich to the front as possible. Then

wa"- the hand from side to side a few times rather slowl}^. The arm is

moved scarcely, or not at all. This sign re^jresents the motion of the deer's

tail. (Matthews.)

For (h)(/, one of the signs gives the two forefingers slightly opened,

drawn horizoiitallv across the breast from right to left. (Burton.) This

would not be intelligible without knowledge of the fact that before the

introduction of the horse, and even yet, the dog has been nsed to draw the

tent-poles in moving camp, and the sign represents the trail. Indians less

nomadic, who built more substantial lodges, and to whom the material for

poles was less precious than on the plains, would not perhaps have compre-

hended this sign, and the more general one is the palm lowered as if to

stroke genth' in a line conforming to the animal's head and neck. It is

abbreviated by simply lowering the hand to the usual height of the wolfish

aboriginal breed (Wied; TitchkemutsM), and suggests the animal ^jcrr excel-

li-)irc domesticated by the Indians and made a companion. The French

and .Vmerican deaf-mutes more specifically express the dog by snapping

the fingers and then patting the thigh, or b}- patting tho knee and imi-

tating barking with the lips.

INSTANCES OF I'KEVALENT SIGNS.

Among the signs that arc found generally current and nearly identical

may lie iioicd that for l/ors<', made b}- the fore and middle iinger of the right

hand placed by some astraddle of the left forefinger and by others of the

edg(i of the left hand, the animal being considered at first as only service-

able for riding and nol for drjit't. Colonel Douok mentions, however, that

these signs are u.sed only by Indians to white men, their ordinary sign for

lior.'^r being made Ijy drawing the right hand from left to right across the

l)ody al)oiit tiie heart, all the fingers being closed excepting the index. It
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is to be observed that this si<iii lias a strono- rcsouil)hinco to the one <,nvon

above b)' Captain Burton for dofi, and may have refereiirc to tlic oirtli. It

is still more easily confused with Captain Burton's "think, g-iiess". Tlie

French deaf-mutes add to the straddling- of the index the motion of a trot.

The Utes have a special sign fur horse—the tirst and little tingers of the

rig-lit hand, jialm down, extended forward, the balls of the remaining fin<>-ers

falling down and resting upon the end of the thninl), presenting a sutrges-

tion of the animaPs head and ears. Our deaf-mutes indicate thc' ears, fol-

lowed by straddling the left hand by the fore and middle fingers of the right.

Same, siinihir, is made not only among our tribes generally, but 1)\- those

all over the world, and by deaf-mutes, by extending the two foruiingers

together side by side, backs upward, sometimes moved together slightly

forward. When liehl at rest in this position, conipanioii and the tie of fel-

lowship, what in (hiys of chivalry was .st^ded "brothers in arms," can Ije

indicated, and, as a derivative also, Itu.shawl. The French and American

deaf-mutes use this sign, jircceded by one showing the sex, for '• brother"

or "sLster."

The most remarkable variant from the sign as ;ibove di'scribed which is

reported to be used by our Indians, is as follows: Fxteiid the fore and mid-

dle finger of the right hand, pointing upward, thumb crossed over the other

fingers, which are closed. Move the hand downward and forward. (Dorsn/
)

An opposition to the more common sign above mentioned is given,

though not generally reported, for he, or another person, by placing one

strai"ht forefinger over the other, nearly touching, and then separated

with a moderately rapid motion. (Jhiuhar.) The deaf-mutes for "he" point

the thumb over the right shoulder.

The principal motion for surprise, irorider, consists in placing tlu^ right

hand before the mouth, wliicli is oi)eii, or supposed so to be—a gesture

seemingly involuntary with us, and which also appears in the Egyi)tian

hieroglyphs.

The general sign for suu, when it is given as distinguished fr-nu rA///—

made bv forming a circle with the thumb and forefinger raised to the east

or alon- the track of the orb—is often abbreviated by simply crooking the

elevated fi.refin-er into an an- of a circle, which woul.l more naturally be
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interpreted as tlie ci-escent moon. It appears that some tribes that retain

the full descriptive circle for the sun do form a distinguishing crescent for

the moon, but \\ itli the thumb and forefinger, and for greater discrimination

precede it with the sign for night. An interesting variant of the sign for

SHU is, however, reported as follows : The partly bent forefinger and thumb

of the right hand are brought together at their tips so as to represent a

circle; and with these digits next to the face, the hand is held up toward the

skv from one to two feet from the eye and in such a manner that the glance

may be directed through the opening. {Matthews.) The same authority

gives the sign for "moon" as that for "sun," except that the tips of the finger

and tluunb, instead of being opposed, are approximated so as to represent a

crescent. This is not preceded by the sign for night, which, with some

occasional additions, is the crossing of both horizontally outsj^read palms,

right above left, in front of the body, the conception being covering, shade,

and consequent obscurity. With a slight differentiation, darkness is repre-

sented, and with another, forget, forgotten, that is, darkness in the memory.

Iiiqiiiri/, question. What? Which? When?

This is generally denoted by the right hand held upward, palm upward,

and directed toward the person interrogated, and rotated two or three times

edgewise When this motion is made, as among some tribes, with the thumb

n«';n- the face, it might be mistaken for the derisive, vulgar gesture called

"taking a sight," "donner un pied de nez," descending to our small boys

from antitjuity. The .separate motion of the fingers in the vulgar gesture

as used in our eastern cities is, however, more nearly correlated with the

Indian sign fov fool It may be noted that the Latin "sagax," from which

is derived ".sagacity," was chiefly used to denote the keen scent of dogs, so

there is a relation establislied between the nasal organ and wisdom or its

absence, and that "suspendere naso" was a classic phrase for hoaxing. The
Italian exjjrcssions "restare con un pahno di naso," " con tanto di naso,"

etc., mentioned by the Canon De Jorio, refer to the same vulgar gesture in

which the face is supposed to be thrust forward sillily. The same rotation

ujion the wrist, witli the index and middle finger diverged over the heart,

am(»ng our Indians means specifically uncertaintij, indecision, "more than one
heart for a purpose," and a variant of it appears in one of the signs for "I
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cloni know." The special iiuiniry " Do yoii know?" is reported as follows :

Shake the right hand in front of the face, a little to therij-ht, the wliole arm
elevated so as to thrOw the hand even with the face and the forearm stand-

ing almost perpendicular
;

principal motion with hand, slight motion of

forearm, palm outward. {Deffetthuufjh.)

The Indian sign for ''incjuiry" is far superior to that of the French
deaf-mutes, which is the part of the French shrug with the hunched shoulders

omitted.

A sign for a special form of inquiry as to the trii)e to which the person

addressed belongs is to pass the right hand from left to right across the face,

which is answered by the appropriate tribal sign. {Poicell.)

Instead of a diiect question the Utes in sign-conversation use a negative

form, e. g., to ask "Where is your mother.'" would be rendered "Mother

—

your—I—see—not."

Fool, foolish. The prevailing gesture is a finger pointed to the forehead

and rotated circularl\-—"rattle-brained." The onh- reported variance is

where the sign for "man" is followed by shaking the fingers held down-

ward, without reference to the head—the idea of looseness simply. French

deaf-mutes shake the hands above the head after touching it witli the index.

Xo, negative. The right hand—though in the beginning of the sign

held in various positions—is generally either waved before the face (which

is the sign of our deaf-mutes for emphatic neg-ative), as if refusing to accejjt

the. idea or statement presented, or pushed sidewise to the right from either

the breast or face, as if dismissing it or setting it aside. One of the signs

given for the Pah- Utes by Nat.shes of oscillating the index before the face

from right to left is substantially the same as one reported from Naples by De

JoRio. This may be compared with our shaking of the head in denial ; but

that gesture is not so universal in the Old World as is popularly supposed,

for the ancient Greeks, followed by the modern 'J'urks and rustic Italians,

threw the head back, instead of shaking it, for Xo. A sign differing from

all the above is by making a quick motion of the open hand fronrthe mouth

forward, palm toward mouth. {D(fciibaugh.) The Fgyptian negative linear

hieroglyph is clearly the gesture of both hands, [)alms down, waved apait

horizontally and apparently at the level of the elbow, between which
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and the Maya nc^rative particle "w/«" given by Landa there is a strong

coiiu'iilence.

Lie, fiilschood, is almost nniversall}' expressed by some figurative varia-

tion on the generic theme of a forked or double tongue—"two different

^t,„-i(.s"—ill which the first two fingers on tlie right hand separate from the

mouth. ( Mic reported sign precedes the latter motion by the right hand

touching the l^reast over the heart. (Hoffman.) Another instance given,

however, is when the index is extended from the two corners of the mouth

successively. (Eali/.) Still another is by passing the liand from right to

left dose by and acro.ss the mouth, with the first two fingers of the hand

opened, thumb and other fingers closed. {Dod(je; Ndtshes.) A further variant

eniployt-d by the Utes is made by closing the right hand and placing the tips

of the lirst two fingers upon the ball of the extended thumb, and snapping

them forward straight and separated while passing the hand from tlie mouth

furw.inl and to the left. In the same tribe the index is more commonly

moved, held straight upward and forward, alternately toward the left and

right front. " Talk two ways." Truth, true, is naturally contradistinguished

b\- the use of a single finger, the index, pointing straight from the mouth

forward and sometimes upward—"One tongue; speech straight to the front;

no talk behind a man." Sometimes, however, the breast is the initial point,

as in the PVench deaf-mute sign for "sincere." The deaf-mutes also gesture

"truth" by moving one finger straight fi-om the lips—"straight-forward

speaking"—but distinguish "lie" by moving the finger to one side—"side-

ways speaking."

Offsprhif) or descendant, child in filial relation—not simply as young

humanity—is generally denoted by a slightly varied dumb show of issu-

ance from the loins, the line traced sometimes showing a close diagnosis of

])arturition. This is i)articularly noticeable in the following description

:

Place the left hand in front of the body, a little to the right, the palm

downward and slightly arched
;
pass the extended right hand downward,

forward, and u])ward, forming a short curve underneath the left. {Hoffman.)

The sign, with additions, means "father," "mother," "grandparent," but its

exi)urgated form among the French deaf-mutes means "parentage" gener-

ically, for which term there is a special sign reported from our Indians by
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only one anthorit}', viz: Place the liaiul bowl-shaped over the rioht breast,

as if grasping- a pap. {Dodge.) It is not understood how this can be distin-

guished from one of the signs above mentioned for "woman."
Possession, mine, my property. The essential of this oonmion sign is

clinching the right hand held at the level of the head and moving it gently

forward, clearly the grasping and displaj- of property. None of the deaf-

mute signs to express "possession, ownership," known to the writer, resem-

ble this or are as graphic. Our deaf-nnrtcs press an imaginary object to

the breast with the right hand.

Steal The prevalent delineation is by holding the left arm horizontally

across the body and seizing from under the left list an imaginar\- object

with the right hand {Burton), implying concealment and the transportation

that forms part of the legal definition of larcenv. This sign is also made

b}' our deaf-mutes. Sometimes the fingers of the right hand are hooked,

as if grabbing or tearing. {Titchlxmdtsld.) Another sign is reported in

Avhich the left arm is partly extended and held horizontally so that the left

hand will be palm downward, a foot or so in front of the chest. Then,

with the right hand in front, a motion is made as if something were grasped

deftly in the fingers and carried rapidly along under the left arm to the

axilla. {Mattheics.) The specialty of horse-theft is indicated l)y the panto-

mime of cutting a lariat. {Burton.)

Trade, barter, exchange, is very coranjonl}- denoted by a sign the root

of which is the movement of the two flat hands or the two forefingers past

each other, so that one takes the place before held b}- the other, the exact

conceit of exchange. One description is as follows: The hands, backs for-

ward, are held as index-hands pointing upward, the elbows being fully

bent. Each hand is then simultaneously with the other, moved to the

opposite shoulder, so that the forearms cross one another almost at right

angles. {Matthews.) Another: Pass the hands in front of the body at the

height of the waist, all fingers closed except the index-fingers. {Dcffcn-

haugh.) This is also made by the Comanches {Ilaworth), Bannocks, and

Umatillas. {Ndtshcs.) Another instance is reported where tiie first two fin-

gers of the right hand cross those of the left, bolii being slightly spread.

{Hoffman.) Our deaf-nmtes use the same gesture as first a1)ove mentioned

^ s I,
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wiili till- liiimls f'.nsrd. All invitation to a general or systcniatic l)nrter or

trailc, as distinct tVuin one transaction, is exjH'essed by repeated taps or the

II..C of more fnij^ers. 'J'lie rough resembhmce of this sign to that for "cut-

tin;,-'' has occasioned mistakes as to its origin. It is reported by Captam

IhuroN as the conception of one smart trader cutting into the profits of

aiiotlic-r—"diamond cut diamond." The trade sign is, on the plains, often

used to express the while man—vocally named Shwop—a legacy from the

traders, wlio were the first Caucasians met. Generally, however, the ges-

ture for irliitc man is by designating the hat or head-covering of civilization.

This the French deaf-uuites apply to all men, as distinct from women.

INSTANCES OF SIGNS HAYING SPECIAL INTEREST.

A few signs have been selected which are not remarkable either for

geiu-ral or limited acceptance, but are of interest from special conception

or peculiar iiguration.

The relation of brothers, sisters, and of brother and sister, children of

the same mother, is signified by putting the two first finger tips in the

mouth, denoting the nourishment taken from the same breast. (Burton;

Dorsvif.) ()ne of the signs for child or infant is to place the thumb and fin-

gei-s of the right hand against the lips, then drawing them away and bringing

the right hand against the left fore-arm, as if holding an infant. (Dunbar.)

The Cistercian monks, vowed to silence, and the Egyptian hi eroglypliers,

notably in the designation of Ilorus, their dawn-god, used the finger in or

on the lips for "child." It has been conjectured in the last instance that

the gesture implied, not the mode of taking nourishment, but inability to

speak—/«-/«««. This conjecture, however, was only made to explain the

l)lunder of the Greeks, who saw in the hand placed connected with the

mouth in the Ineroglyph of Ilorus (the) son, " Uor-(p)-chrot," the gesture

familiar to themselves of a finger on the lips to express "silence," and so mis-

taking both the name and the characterization, invented the God of Silence,

liarpokrates. A careful examination of all the linear hieroglyphs given by
CuAMi'OLLiON (Dictionnaire %yptien), shows that the finger or the hand to

tlie mouth of an adult (whose posture is always distinct from that of a child)

is always in connection with tlie positive ideas of voice, mouth, speech.
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yvntlng, eatino- drinkino- etc, and never uitl. tl.e nc-alivo idea of silenro
The special character for "child" alway.s has the al.ove-nu.ntionod part of
the sign with reference to nourishment from the breast. An uninstructod.
deaf-mute, as related bj-Mr. Denison of tlie Columbia Institution, invented,
to express " sister," first the sign for " female," ma.U' l)y the iialf-closed

hands with the ends of fingers touching the breasts, followed by the index
in the mouth.

Destroyed, all r/one, no more.

The hands lield horizontal and the palms rul)bed together two or three

times circularly; the right liand is then carried oft' from tlie other in a short

horizontal curve. (Loiif/.) " Rubbed out." This resembles the Edinburgh
and our deaf-mute sign for "forgive" or "clemency," the rubbing out of

oflense. Several shades of meaning under this head ai-e designated by
varying gestures "If something of little importance has been destroyed by
accident or design, the fact is communicated by indicating the thing .spoken

of, and tlien slightly striking the palms and open fingers of the hands

together, as if brushing dust oft' of them. If sometliing has been destroyed

by force the sign is as if breaking a stick in the two hands, throwing the

pieces away, and then dusting tlie hands as before. The amount of force

used and the completeness of the destruction are shown by greater or less

vigor of action and facial expression." {I)odf/<'.)

Bone, finished. The hands placed edges u[) and down, ])aralk'l to each

other, right hand outward, which is drawn back as if cutting sometliing.

(Dunlar.) An f«(Z left after' cutting is suggested; perhaps our collorpiial

"cut short." The French and our deaf-mutes give a cutting motion down-

wai-d, with the right hand at a right angle to the left.

Glad, pleased, content, ^yave the open hand outward from the lireast

{Burton), to express heart at ease—"bosom's lord sits lightly on its throne."

Anotlier gesture, perhaps noting a higher degree of happiness, is to raise

the right hand from the breast in serpentine curves to above the liead.

{Wkd.) "Heart beats high." Another: Extend both hands outward,

palms turned downward, and make a sign exactly similar to tlie way women

smooth a bed in making it. {Holt.) " Smooth and easy."

Bissatisfurtlon, discontent, is naturally contrasted l)y holding the index
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transv«TSfly Ix-lbro tlic licart and rotatin;^^ the wrist several times, indicat-

iiijr tlisturbaiico f)f the org-an, which our abori{,nnes, hke modern Europeans,

iM.etieally re;,''anl as tlie seat of the aflections and emotions, not selecting

the liver or stomaeli as other peoples have done with greater physiological

reason.

To hiih; ro)ice(iI, is grai)hically jwrtrayed by jdacing the right hand

inside the clothing of the left breast, or covering the right hand, fingfrs

hooked, by the left, which is flat, palm downward, and held near the body.

'I'lie same gestures mean "secret."

I'rair, or fricmhhip, is sometimes shown l)y placing the tips of tlie two

first liip'crs of the right liand against tlie month and elevated upward and

outward to mimic the expulsion of smoke—"we two smoke together."

(TUMemdhld.) It is also often rendered by the joined right and left

hands, tlic fingers being sometimes interlocked, but others simply hook

the two forefingers together. Om- deaf-mutes interlock the forefingers for

" friendship," clasp the hands, right u))permost, for " marriage," and make

the last sign, repeated with tlic left liand uiijiermost, for "peace." The

idea of union or linking is obvious. It is, however, noticeable that while

this ceremonial gesture is common and ancient, the practice of shaking

hands on meeting, now the annoying etiquette of the Indians in their inter-

coiu'se with whites, was never used by them between each other, and is

clearly a foreign importation. Their fancy for afl'ectionate greeting was in

giving a pleasant bodily sensation by rubbing each other's breasts, arms,

ami stomachs. The senseless and inconvenient custom of shaking hands is,

indeed, by no means general throughout the world, and in the extent to

wiiicli it prevails in the United States is a matter of national opprobrium.

'I'he profession of peace, coupled with invitation, is often made from a

distance by the acted spreading of a real or imaginary robe or blanket

—

" come and sit down."

The sign for stone has an archaeological significance—the right fist

being struck repeatedl}- upon the left palm, as would be instinctive when a

stone was the only hammer.

I'risourr is a graphic picture. The forefinger and thumb of the left

hand are held in tiie form of a semicircle opening toward and near the
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breast, and the right forefinoer. representing the prisoner, is placed upri-ht

within the curve and passed from one side to anotlier, in order to show that

it is not permitted to pass out. (Long.)

Soft is ingeniously expressed hy iirst striking the open lel't hand sev-

eral times with the back of the right, and then striking with the right the

back of the left, restoring the sujjposed yielding substance to its former

shape.

Without further nuiltiplying examples, the conclusion is presented that

the gesture-signs among our Indians show no uniformity in detail, the

variety in expression among them and in their comparison with those of

deaf-mutes and transatlantic mimes being in itself of psychological interest.

The generalization of Tylor tliat " gesture-language is substantially tlu;

same among savage tribes all over the world " must be understood, indeed

would be so understood from his remarks in another comiection, as refer-

ring to their common use of signs and of signs formed on the same prin-

ciples, but not of the same signs to express the same ideas, even "substan-

tially," howxn-er indefinitely that dubious adverb may be used.

GESTUKESPEECII UNIVERSAL AS AX AET.

The (itleiiipf to coiirci/ mcaiiiitf/ hy sif/iis is, however, universal among the

Indians of the plains, and those still comparative!}- unchanged by civiliza-

tion, as is its successful execution as an art, which, liow^ever it may have

commenced as an instinctive mental process, has been cultivated, and con-

sists in actually pointing out objects in sight not only for designation, but

for application and predication, and in suggesting others to the mind by

action and the airy forms produced by action.

In no other part of the tlioroughly explored world has there l)een

spread over so vast a space so small a numbei- oi" individuals divided by

so many linguistic and dialectic boundaries as in North America. JIany

wholly distinct tongues have for a long indeiinite time been confined to a

few scores of speakers, verbally incomprehensible to all others on the face

of the earth who did not, from some rarely operating motive, lalxiriou.sly

accpiire their language. Kven when the American lace, so styled, flouri.shed

in the greatest p()])ulation of which we have any evidence (at least accord-
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iii^'- to till.' i)iil)Iislic(l views of the present writer, which seem to liave been

lavoralily received), tlie immense number of hinguages and dialects still pre-

served, or known l)y early recorded fragments to have once existed, so sub-

ilivided it that Ixit the dwellers in a very few villages could talk together

with ease, and all were interdistributed among unresponsive vernaculars,

each to the other being bar-bar-ous in eveiy meaning of the term. It is,

iiowever, noticeable that the three great families of Iroquois, Algonkin, and

Muskoki, when met by their first visitors, do not appear to have often im-

jiressed the latter with their reliance upon gesture-language to the same

extent as has always been reported of the aborigines now and formerly

fonnd farther inland. If this al)sence of rej^ort arose from the absence of

the practice and not from imperfection of observation, an explanation may
be suggested from the fact that among those families there were more

people dwelling near together in sociological communities, of tlie same

speech, though with dialectic peculiarities, than became known later in the

later West, and not being nomarlic, their intercourse with strange tribes

was less individual and conversational.

'I'he use of gesture-signs, continued, if not originating, in necessity for

counnunicatiou with the outer world, became entribally convenient from the

habits of hunters, the main occupation of all savages, depending largely

upon stealthy approach to game, and from the sole form of their military

tactics—to surprise an enemy. In the still expanse of virgin forests, and

especially in the boundless solitudes of the great plains, a slight sound can

be heard over a vast area, that of the human voice being from its rarity the

most startling, so that It is now, as it probably laas been for centuries, a

conunon precaution for members of a hunting or war party not to speak

together when on such expeditions, communicating exclusively by signs.

Tlie acquired habit also exhibits itself not only in formal oratory, but in

iini)assioned or emphatic conversation.

This domestic as well as foreign exercise for generations in the gesture-

language has naturally produced great skill l)oth in expression and reception,

sf> a.s to be measurably Independent of any prior mutual understanding, or

what In a system of signals is called preconcert. Two accomplished army
signalLsts can, alter sniHeient trial, communicate without either of them learn-
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in- tlie codo in which tlio otlier was oducate.l ami wliich lie had hdoiv jirac-

ticea,(>ne being- mutually a(n-isoaf<)rtlicH)e.casiou, ami those spLuially.k^sion

for secrecy are often deciphered. So, if any one of the more appn-xiniately
conventional signs is not quickly comprehended, an Indian skilled in the
princii)le of signs resorts to another expression of his Hexible art, perhai)s

rein-oducing the gestm-e unabbreviated and made more graphic, perhaps
presenting either the same or another conce])tion or ipudity of the same
object or idea by an original portraiture. The same tribe has, indeed, in

some instances, as appears by tlie collected lists, a choice ah-eady furnishe.l

by tradition or importation, or recent invention or all together, of se\eral

signs for the same thought-object. Thus there are i)roduced synonyms as

well as dialects in sign-language.

The general result is that two intelligent mimes seldom fail of imitual

understanding, their attention being exclusively directed to the expression

of thoughts by the means of comprehension and rejjly equally possessed by
both, without the mental confusion of conventional sounds onlv intelligible

to one. The Indians who have been shown over the civilized I'^ast have also

often succeeded in holding intercourse, by means of their invention and

application of principles, in what may be called the voiceless mother utter-

ance, with wdiite deaf-mutes, who surely have no senn'otic code more nearly

connected with that attributed to the plain-roaniers than is derived from

their common humanity. When they met together they were found to pur-

sue the same course as that noticed at the meeting together of deaf-mutes

wdio were either not instructed In any methodical dialect or who had nH'eivcd

such instruction by dllTerent methods. They seldom agreed In the signs at

first presented, but soon understood them, and finished by adopting some

In mutual compromise, which proved to be th3S'i most strikingly appro-

priate, ffraceful, and convenient, but there still remained in some cases a

plurality of fitting signs for the same idea or o1)ject. On one of the most

interesting of these occasions, at the Pennsylvania Institution for the Deaf

and Dumb, in 1873, it was remarked that the signs of the deaf-nuites were

nnich more readily understood by the Indians, who were Absaroki or

Crows, Arapahos, and Oheyennes, tiian were theii-s by the deaf-mutes, and

that the latter i;-rcatl\- excelled in pantumlinic ellect. This need not be sur-
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prisiii;,'- wlicii it is (.onsidered tli;it what is to the Indian a mere adjunct or

iifconi|ilisIiinent is to tlio deaf-mute the natural mode of utterance, and

that there is still lii'cater freedom from the trammel of translating words

into action—instead of acting the ideas themselves—when, the sound of

words hcing unknown, they remain still as they originated, but another

kind of sign, even after the art of reading is acquired, and do not become

entities as with us.

It is to be remarked that Indians when brought to the East have

shown the greatest pleasure in meeting deaf-mutes, precisely as travelers

in a foreign countr}' are rejoiced to meet persons speaking their language,

with whom they can hold direct communication Avithout the tiresome and

often suspected medium of an interpreter. A Sandwich Islander, a Chi-

nese, and the Africans from the slaver Amistad have, in piiblished instances,

visited our deaf-mute institutions with the same result of free and pleasura-

ble intercourse, and an English deaf-mute had no difficulty in conversing

with Laplanders. It appears, also, on the authority of Sibscota, whose

treatise w-as published in 1G70, that Cornelius Haga, ambassador of the

United Provinces to the Sublime Porte, found the Sultan's mutes to have

established a language among themselves in which they could discourse

with a speaking interpreter, a degree of ingenuity interfering wdth the

object of their selection as slaves unable to repeat conversation.

SUGGESTIONS TO OBSEEYERS.

Tiie most important suggestion to persons interested in the collection

of signs is that they shall not too readily abandon tlie attempt to discover

recollections of them even among tribes long exposed to Caucasian influence

and officially segregated from others.

During the last week a missionary wrote that he was concluding a con-

siderable vocabulary of signs finally procured from the Ponkas, although

after residing among them for years, with thorough familiarity with their

language, and after special and intelligent exertion to obtain some of their

disused gesture-language, he had two nu)nths ago reported it to be entirely

forgotten. A similar report was made by two missionaries among the

Ojil.was, though ollu-r tnistworlliy autii.)rities have furnished a list of si<nis
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obtained from that tribe. Further discouragement came from an Indian
agent gi\-ing the decided statement, after four years of intercourse with the

Pah-Utes, that no such thing as a communication by signs was known or

even remembered by them, which, however, was less difficuh to bear becaase

on the day of the receipt of tliat well-intentioned mLssive some officers of

the Bureau of Etlmology were actually talking in signs with a delegation

of that very tribe of Indians then in Washington, from one of whom the

Storj- hereinafter appearing was received. The difficulty- in collecting signs

may arise because Indians are often provokingly reticent about their old

habits and traditions; because they do not distinctly comprehend what is

sought to be obtained, and because sometimes the art, abandoned in gen-

eral, only remains in the memories of a few persons influenced by special

circumstances or indi\-idual fancy.

In this latter regard a comparison may be made with the old science

of heraldiy, once of practical use and a necessarj' part of a liberal educa-

tion, of which hardly a score of persons in the United States have any but

the vague knowledge that it once existed; yet the united memories of those

persons could, in the absence of records, reproduce all essential points on

the subject

Even when the specific practice of the sign-language has been generally

discontinued for more than one generation, either from the adoption of a

jargon or from the common u-se of the tongue of the conquering EngHsh,

French, or Spanish, some of the gestures formerly employed as substitutes

for words mav survive as a customary accompaniment to oratory or impas-

sioned conversation, and, when ascertained, should be carefully noted An

example, among many, may be found in the fact that the now civihzed

iluskoki or Creeks, as mentioned by Rev. H. F. Buckxeb, when speaking

of the height of children or women, illustrate their words by holding their

hands at the proper elevation, palm up; but when describing the height of

'\souUess"' animals or inanimate objects, they hold the palm downward.

This, when con-elated vN-ith tlie distinctive signs of other Indians, is an inter-

e:fliu'g case of the survival of a practice which, so far as yet reported, the

oldest men of the tribe now living only remember to have once existed.

It is probable that a collection of such distinctive gestures among even the
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most oivilizotl Indians would rt'prodnoo onongh of tlieir ancient system to

lx> valuable, oven if the j>ersistenl eni|uirer did not in his search discover

some of its survivinir custodians even among Chahta or Cheroki, Iroo^uois

or Abenaki, Klamath or Xutka.

Another recommendation is prompted by the fjict that in the collection

and description of Indian signs there is danger lest the civilized understand-

ing of the original conception may be mistaken or forced. The liability to

en-or is much increased when tht- collections are not taken directly from the

Indians themselves, but are given as obtained at second-hand from white

tniders, trappers, and interpreters, who, through misconception in the begin-

ning and their own introduction or modification of gestures, have produced

a jariTon in the sign as well as in the oral intercourse. If an Indian finds

that his interlocutor insists upon luiderstanding and using a certain sign in

a ptirticular manner, it is within the very nature, tentative and elastic, of the

gesture art—both jierformers being on an equality—that he should adopt

the one that seems to be recognized or that is pressed upon him, as with

much greater difficulty he has learned and adopted many foreign terms used

with whites before attempting to acquire their language, but never with his

Kwn race. Thus there is now, and perhaps always has been, what may be

called a Jiugna-franca in the sign vocabulary. It mav be ascertained that all

tiie tribes of the plains having learned bv experience that white visitors expect

to receive certain signs really originating with the latter, use them in their

intercourse, just as they sometimes do the words "squaw" and ''papoose,"

corruptions of the Algonkin, and once as meaningless in the present West

as the English terms "woman" and "child," but which the first pioneers,

having learned them on the Atlantic coast, insisted upon as generally intel-

ligible. This process of adaptation may be one of the explanations of the

reported universal code.

It is also highly probable that signs will be invented bv individual

Indians who may be pressed by collectors for them to express certain ideas,

which signs of course form no part of the current language; but while that

fact should, if possible, be ascertained and reported, the signs so invented

are n.it valueless merely liecause they are original and not traditional, if

they an- made in good faith and in accordance with the principles of sign-
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4 in »^rverai iarij^r, ,]

i /.y.."/','n Ia*t(t'

a rriAfj f^/f frr': , h«d » c .;rl

• or

-----
; ' .. r.. . -.-: , > \(,r

- a l<:tt^;r from tfj^ K , ro r/iake thc-

'i i>*:r<; j*a.% In th/i X(,iKXi (»Xih (j(:t>t<xy, a r. 0,

'- * '-tsA drollery. OhfjrdyUt/AAv,. .. - ,,.... ,. ,,.-<-/-

UiTii^/x

_

.'i TUA to «p6ak a word, j.* ^owik^L wjj?j/e/L and xiiv.tA

in a ci»>iii/ oi «uur, iiow^n in -ft

al/>nft tfr'^(it\if<r. Vth '^: out gr; - J. -- rh

tlwi exjtffnntetit, filAitiihi'/ '\ihf/ry -wh*. dffutoiunnuA. He «aid,

" Wl;' rf/f>ri, I /«;j5^i om: : 'I'i O^kJ.

lie rt-.j .^- fs»'o finj^^TS to ii?^,\ ; ^ -.er two

wf/AiU, tlte ntztenuX and Hk: spiritual. T}«<^;n I rawfrd three finjreT», to »ay

tf;^re are tJir*;«5 pfrson* in tf*/; G'^xihead, Ife
'

-i-

deiitXy to ftay tl»^rf^; tiiree are <>««." After th! 'f

the m/bleman, tl*<i prof*:^5«or.« sent for tfifc hnU-iier and a.Hked him what

trx.>k pW;e in tltf; r '^

" \V}i^:n the rnTizy r/i>
- ' '"'

an mtu:h an X/> say, I liad bat one eye, and I raiiied two fin^/er- to signify

' a^^ OTit of rnv one eve ' lie could out <ii b^^h of hix.

..\^d thn/i fin;rer.. a^ nn; ->y there were but three ey^

between u«, I doubU^ up n^iy fint, and if he Jiad not gone oiit of tliat rr^.n.

in a hnrrv' I would liave knockfcd him down.''
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. U\r the most -iiuisfaotory iu-hIo o( soourin<r aoounito sisrns 5s to iiuluco

";»ns to toll storiois tnako spoooUes, or hold nvlks iti srostmv, with one

s as intoqiri'tor in his own oral lan^urtiro if the lattoi is luuUn^

obsor\er, and it" not, the wonls, not tho signs, shonUl W tmns-

latt\l bv an intermediary white interpreter. It will be easy afterwanl to

dissect and st^jv^rate th-> jvirtionlar signs nsed. This mode will determine

the jrennine shade of meaning of eaoh sign, and eorresponds with the jdan

now adopted bv the Burean of Ethnology for the stndy of the aboriginal

vocal lansruagess instead of that arising ont of exclusively missionary pnr-

jK^ses, which w.is to force a tninslatioi\ of the Bible from a tongue not

adapted to its terms and ideas, and then to compile a gn^nimar and die-

tionarv from the aititicial result. A little ingenuity will ditvct the nunv

intelligent or complais;int gestuix^rs to the expression of the thoughts, signs

for which are specially sought : and full orderly descriptions of such tjvles

and talks with or even without analysis and illustration aiv more desiixnl

than any other form of contribution. No such descriptions of any value

have been found in print, and the best one thus for obtained thn^ugh the

correspondence of the present writer is given below, with tho hope that

emulation will be excited. It is the faivwell address of Kin Ohe-css

(Spectacles'), mediciue-mau ot' the Wichitas, to Missionary A. J. \\oi.t

on his departure from tho Wichita Agency, in tho words of tho latter.

A SPEECH IN" SIGXS.

He placed one hand on my breast, tho other oii his own, then clasped

his two hands together after tlio manner of our congratulations,— IIV ore

frunds. He placed one hand on me, the otlior on himself, then placed tho

first two lingers of his right hand between his lips,—Wc are hrotJnrs. He
placed his right hand over my heart, his left hand over his own heart, then

linked the first fingers of his riglit and loft hands,

—

Our hearts are Ihiked

h'jether. He laid his right hand on me lightly, then put it to his mouth,

with the knuckles lightly against his lips, and made the motion of Hipping

water from tho right-hand f'orotingor. eaoh flip ca.-;ting tlio hand and arm
from tho mouth a foot or so, thou bringing it back in tlu' same position.

f This repeatutl throe or more times, signifying "talk" or talking. ") Ho then
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mfide a motion with his right hand as if he were fanning his right ear ; this

repeated. lie then extended hi.s riglit hand with his index-finger pointing

upward, his eyes also being turned upward,

—

You told me of the Great

Father. Pointing to himself, he hugged both hands to his bosom, as if he

were affectionately clasping something he loved, and then pointed upward

in the way before described,—/ love him (the Great Father). Laying his

right hand on me, he clasped his hands to his bosom as before,—/ love you.

Placing his right hand on my shoulder, he threw it over his own right

shoulder as if he were casting behind hira a little chip, only when his hand

was over his slioiilder his index-finger was pointing behind him,

—

You go

away. Pointing to his breast, he clinched the same hand as if it held a

stick, and made a motion as if he were trying to strike something on the

ground with the bottom of the stick held in an upright position,—/ slay, or

/ stay right here.

Placing his right hand on me, he placed both his hands on his

breast and breathed deeply two or three times, then using the index-finger

and thumb of each hand as if he were holding a small pin, he placed

the two hands in this position as if he were holding a thread in each hand

and between the thumb and forefinger of each hand close together, and

then let his hands recede from each other, still holding his fingers in the

same position, as if he were letting a thread slip between them until his

hands were two feet apart,

—

You live long time. Laying his riglit hand on

his breast, then extending his forefinger of the same hand, holding it from

him at half-arm's length, the finger pointing nearly upward, then moving

his hand, with the finger thus extended, from side to side about as rapidly

as a man steps in walking, each time letting his hand get farther from him

for three or four times, then suddenly placing his left hand in a honzontal

position with the fingers extended and together so that the. palm was side-

wise, he used the right-hand palm extended, fingers together, as a hatchet,

and brought it down smartly, just missing the ends of the fingers of the left

hand. Then placing his left hand, with the thumb and forefinger closed, to

his heart, he brought his light hand, fingers in the same position, to his left,

then, as if he were liolding something l^etween his thumb and forefinger, he

moved his right hand away as if he were slowly casting a hair fn.nr. him,
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liis k'lt liand remaining at his breast, and his eyes following- his right,

—

I go

about a lilllr tcliile luiif/cr, hut tvill he cut off shortly and my spirit tvill go away

(or will die). Placing the thumbs and forefingers again in such a position

as if he lield a small thread between the thumb and forefinger of each hand,

and the hands touching each other, he drew his hands slowly from each

other, as if he were stretching a piece of gum-elastic; then laying his right

hand on me, he extended the left hand in a horizontal position, fingers

extended and closed, and brought down his right hand with fingers extended

and together, so as to just miss the tips of the fingers of his left hand; then

placing his left forefinger and thumb against his heart, he acted as if he

took a hair from the forefinger and thumb of his left hand with the fore-

finger and thumb of the right, and slowly cast it from him, only letting his

left hand remain at his breast, and let the index-finger of the right hand

point outward toward the distant horizon,

—

After a long time you die. When
j)lacing his left hand upon himself and his right hand upon me, he extended

them upward over his head and clasped them there,

—

We then meet in heaven.

Pointing upwai'd, then to himself, then to me, he closed the third and little

finger of his right hand, laying his thumb over them, then extending his

first and second fingers about as far apart as the eyes, he brought his hand

to his e3-cs, fingers ])ointing outward, and shot his hand outward,

—

I see you

nj) there. Pointing to me, then giving the last above-described sign of

"look," then pointing to himself, he made the sign as if stretching out a

piece of gum-elastic between the fingers of his left and right hands, and

then made the sign of "cut-off" before described, and then extended the

]>ahn of the right hand horizontally a foot from his waist, inside dow^nward,

then suddeidy threw it half over and from him, as if j^ou were to toss a

diip from tlie back of the hand (this is the negative sign everywhere

used among thq^e Indians),

—

I icould see him a long time, tvhich should never

he cut off, i. e., always.

Pointing upward, then rubbing the back of his left hand lightly

with the forefinger of his right, he again gave the negative sign,

—

No Indian there (in heaven). Pointing upward, then i-ubbing his fore-

finger over the back of my hand, he agahi made the negative sign,

—

.V'y white man there, lie made the same sign again, only he felt his hair
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with the forefinger and tluiml) of liis right hand, rolling the hair several

times between the fingers,

—

Xo hladc man in heaven. Then rubbing the back

of his hand and making the negative sign, rubbing the back of my hand

and making the negative sign, feeling of one of his hairs with the thumb

and forefinger of his right hand, and making the negative sign, theu using

both hands as if he were reaching around a hogshead, he brought the fore-

finger of his right hand to the front in an upright position after their man-

ner of counting, and said thereby,

—

Xo Indian, no tvJiite man, no Hack man,

all one. Making the "hogshead" sign, and that for "look," he placed the

forefinger of each hand side by side pointing upward,

—

All look the same, or

alike. Running his hands over his wild Indian costimie and over my
clothes, he made the "hogshead" sign, and that for "same," and said

therebv,—^-1/^ dress alike there. Theu making the " hogshead " sign, and

that for "love" (hugging his hands), he extended both hands outward,

palms turned downward, and made a sign exactly similar to the way ladies

smooth a bed in making it: this is the sign for "happy,"

—

All wUl be happ/j

(dike there. He then made the sign for "talk," and for "Father," pointing to

himself and to me,

—

You pray for me. He then made the sign for "//o away,"

pointing- to me, he threw right hand over liis right shoulder so his index-

fin-'-er pointed behind him,

—

Yon go auay. Calling his name he made the

sign for " look" and the sign of negation after pointing to me,

—

Kin Che-Css

see you no more.

The following, which is presented as a better descriptive model, was

obtained by Dr. W. J. Hoffmax, of the Bureau of Ethnology, from Natshes,

the Pah-Ute chief connected with the delegation before mentioned, and

refers to an expedition made by him by direction of his father, Winne-

mucca. Head Chief of the Pah-Utes, to the northern camp of liis tribe,

partly for the purpose of preventing the hostile outbreak of the Bannocks

whicii occurred in 1878, and more particularly to prevent those Pah-Utes

from being drawn into any difficulty with the autliorities by being leagued

with the Bannocks.
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A .STOKY IN SIGNS.

(I) Clo.sc the riylit hand, leaving the index extended, pointed west-

ward at arm's length a little above the horizon, head thrown back with

the eyes partly closed and following the direction,

—

Aivay to the iccsf, (2)

indicate a large circle on the ground with the forefinger of the right hand

pointing downward,—2'^«c<^ (locative), (3) the tips of the spread fingers of both

hands placed against one another, pointing upward before the body, leav-

ing a space of four or five inches between the wrists,

—

house (brush tent or

wick'-i-up), (4) with the right hand closed, index extended or slightly bent,

tap the breast several times,

—

mine. (5) Draw an imaginary line, with

the ri'T-ht index toward the ground, from some distance in front of the body

to a position nearer to it,—//-oh* there I came, (6) indicate a spot on the

ground by quickly raising and depressing the right hand with the index

pointing downward,

—

to a stopping place, (7) grasp the forelock with the

right hand, palm to the forehead, and raise it about six inches, still holding

the hair upward,

—

the chief of the tribe (Winnemucca), (8) touch the breast

with the index,

—

me, (9) the right hand held forward from the hip at the

level of the elbow, closed, palm downward, with the middle finger ex-

tended and (piickly moved up and down a short distance,

—

telegraphed,

(10) head inclined toward the right, at the same time making move-

ment toward and iVom tlu; ear with the extended index pointing towards

it,—/ heard, i. e., understood.

(II) An imaginary line indicated with the extended and inverted index

IVom a short distance before the body to a place on the right,

—

I irent, (12)

repeat gesture No. G,

—

a stopping place, (Ki) inclining the head, with eyes

closed, toward the right, bring the extended right hand, palm up, to within

six iiuhes of the right ear,

—

where I slept. (14) Place the spread and

extended index and thumb of the right hand, palm downward, across the

right side of the forehead,— ?('/i(7e toau (American), (15) elevating both

hands before the breast, palms forward, thumbs touching, the little finger

of llie right hand closed,

—

nine, (16) touch the breast whh the right foi-c-

finger suddenly,

—

and mgseJf, (17) lowering the hand, and pointing down-

ward and forward witli tlie index still extended (the remaining fingers and

lliuinb being li(i(scl\- closed) indicate an ima^inar\- line alon^- tlie around
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toward the extreme ri-ht,—»•«//, (18) extet.rl the fon-fin-rfM- of the dosed
left hand, and phice tlie separated fore and second lingers of the ri-ht

astraddle the forefinger of the left, and make a series of arched or curved
movements toward the right,—m/e horseback, (19) keeping the iiands in

their relative position, place them a short distance below the right ear. the

head being inclined toward that side,— s/eq), (20) rspent the signs for riding

(No. 18) anA skejjinrj (No. lij) three times,—/o«</- days and nifjhis, (21) make
sign No. 18, and stopping suddenly point toward the east with the extended

index-finger of the right (others being closed) and follow the course of the

sun until it rea(;hes the zenith,

—

arrived at noon of the fifth day

(22) Indicate a circle as in No. 2,

—

a camp, (23) the hands then placed

together as in No. ?>, and in this position, both moved in short irregular

npward and downward jerks from side to side,

—

7uani/ ivick'-i-ups, (24) then

indicate the chief of the tribe as in No. 7,—meaning that it was one of the

camps of the chi(f of the tribe. (25) Make a peculiar whistling sound of

"phew" and draw the extended index of the right hand across the throat

from left to right,

—

Bannocl;, (20) draw an imaginary line with the same

extended index, pointing tOAvard the gi-ound, from the right to the l)ody,

—

came from the north, (27) again make gesture No. 2,— camp, (28) and follow

it twice by sign given as No. 18 (forward from the body, but a shoi't dis-

tance),

—

two rode. (29) Rub the back of the right hand with the extended

index of the left,

—

Indian, i. e., the narrator's own tribe, Pah-Ute, (.'U)) ele-

vate both hands side by side before the breast, palms forward, thumbs

touching, then, after a short pause, close all the fingers and thumbs except

the two outer fingers of the right hand,

—

twelre, i?>\) again place the hands

sid(! by side with fingers all spread or separated, and move them in a hori-

zontal curve toward the right,—h-ch^ oid of camp, (32) and make the sign

given as No. 'ir^,—Bannocl:, (33) that of No. 2,—camp, (34) then join the

hands as in No. 3
1

, from the right towards the h-ox\t,—Pa]i-Utes returned, (35)

close the right hand, leaving the index only extended, move it forward and

downuanl from tiie mouth three or four times, pointing forward, each time

ending the movement at a different ^,o\nt,—I talhed to them, (3(i) both hands

pointing upward, fingers and thumbs separated, palms tacing and about

four indies apart, held in front of the body as far as possible in that posi-

4 s I.
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tiy„,

—

the iiicit in couucU, (37) point toward the east with the index apjiar-

onth' curviu"- (hjwnward over the horizon, then gradually elevate it to an

altitiuk; of 45',

—

talked all i/i(/lit ami until nine o'clock next morning, (38) bring

till' closed hands, with forefingers extended, iipward and forward from their

ivspective sides, and place them side bj- side, [jalms forward, in front,

—

my

l/rotlwr, (39) followed by the gesture, No. 18, directed toward the left and

fVoiit,

—

rode, (40) by No. 7,

—

the head chief, (41) and No. 2,

—

camp.

(42) Continue by placing the hands, slightly curved, palm to palm,

holding them about six inches below the right ear, the head being inclined

considerably in that direction,

—

one sleep (night), (43) make sign No. 14,

—

H-hite man, (44) raise the left hand to the level of the elbow forward from

the left hip, fingers pointing upward, thumb and forefinger closed,

—

three,

(45) and in this position draw them toward the body and slightly to the

right,

—

came, (40) then make gesture No. 42,

—

sleep; (47) point with the

right index to the eastern horizon,

—

in flic morning, (-18) make sign No.

14,

—

white man, (4'J), hold the left hand nearly at arm's length before the

body, back up, thumb and forefinger closed, the remaining fingers pointing

downward,

—

three, (50) with the right index-finger make gesture No. 35,

the movement being directed towards the left hand,

—

talked to them, (51)

motion along the ground with the left hand, from the body toward the left

and front, retaining the position of the fingers just stated (in No. 49),

—

theg went, (52) tap toward the ground, as in gesture No. G, with the left

hand nearly at arm's length,

—

to their camp.

(53) JIake gesture No. 18 toward the front,—/ rode, (54) extend the

right hand to the hift and front, and tap towards the earth several times as

in sign No. G, having the fingers and thumb collected to a point,

—

camp of

the white men. (55) Close both hands, with the forefingers of each partly

extended and crooked, and place one on either side of the forehead, palms

forward,

—

cattle (a steer), (56) hold the left hand loosely extended, back for-

ward, about twenty inches before the breast, and strike the back of the

partly extended right hand into the left,

—

sliot, (Ju) make a shoi-t upward

curved niovenicut with hotli liaiids, thtir itosition unchanged, over and

downward toward the right,^t'// oar, killed, (58) then hold the left hand a

short disUmce before the body at the height of tlu- elbow, palm downward,
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fingers closed, with the tlmnil, lying over the second jcint of the fore-

finger, extend the flattened right hand, edge down, before tlie body, just

by the knuckles of the left, and draw the hand towards the body, rei)eating

the movement,—s/t-/«He(/, (oD) make the sign given in No. •2:i,—nan,wrk,

(60) place both hands with spread fingers upward and palms forward, tluunl)

to thumb, before the right shoulder, moving them v.ith a tremulous motion
toward the left and front,—r;rtj;(e in, ((il) make three short movements
toward the ground in front, with the left hand, fingers loosely curved, and
pointing downward,—e«)»i5 of the three tvhite men, ((i2) then with the i-ight

hand open and flattened, edge down, cut towards the body as well as to the

right and left,

—

cut up the meat, (Go) and make the pantomimic gesture of

handing it around to the visitors.

(64) Make sign Xo. .'55, the movement being directed to the left hand,

as held in No. 49,

—

told the white men, (65) grasping the hair on the right side

of the head with the left hand, and drawing the extended right hand with

the edge towards and across the side of the head from behind forward,

—

to

scalp; (66) close the right hand, leaving the index partly extended, and wave

it several times quickly from side to side a short distance before the face,

slightly shaking the head at the same time,

—

no, (67) make gesture No. 4,

—

me, (68) repeat No. 65,

—

scalp, (69) and raising the forelock high with the

left hand, straighten the whole frame with a triumphant air,

—

malx me a

great chief. (70) Close the right hand witii the index fully extended, place

the tip to the mouth and direct it firmly forward and downward toward the

ground,

—

stop, (71) then placing the hands, pointing upward, side by side,

thumbs touching, and all the fingers separated, move them from near the

breast outward toward the right, palms facing that direction at termination

of movement,

—

the Bannocls ivcnt to one side, (72) with the right hand

closed, index curved, palm downward, point toward the western horizon,

and at arm's length dip the finger downward,—«/(fe>- sunset, (7."5) make the

gesture given as No. li,—white men, (74) pointing to the lieart as in No. 4,—

and I, (.75) conclude by making gesture No. 18 from near bod\- toward the

left, four times, at the end of each movement the hands remaining in the

same position, thrown slightly wim-dvd,—we four escaped on horseback.
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The above was paiapiirased orally by tlie narrator as follows : Hearing

of the trouble in the north, I started eastward from my camp in Western

Neva<la, when, upon arriving- at ^yinncmucca Station, I received telegraphic

orders from the head chief to go north to induce our bands in that region

to escape the approaching difficulties with the Bannocks. I started for Camp

Jfi-Dermit, where I remained one night. Leaving next morning in com-

pany with nine othens, we rode on for four days and a half. Soon after our

arrival at the Pah-Ute camp, two Bannocks came in, when I sent twelve

Pah-L'tes to their camp to ask them all to come in to hold council. These

messengers soon returned, wdien I collected all the Pah-Utes and talked to

them all night regarding the dangers of an alliance with the Bannocks and

of their continuance in that locality. Next morning I sent my brother to

the chief, Winnemucca, with a report of proceedings.

On the following day three white men rode into camp, who had come

up to aid in persuading the Pah-Utes to move away from the border. Next

morning I consulted with them respecting future operations, after which they

went away a short distance to their camp. I then followed them, where I

shot and killed a steer, and while skinning it the Bannocks came in, when

the meat was distributed. The Bannocks being disposed to become violent

at any moment, the white men became alarmed, when I told them that

ratlier than allow them to be scalped I would be scalped myself in defend-

ing them, for wliieh action I would be considered as great a chief as Win-

nennicca by my people. When I told the Bannocks to cease threatening

the white men they all moved to one side a. short distance to hold a war

couneil, and after the sun went down the white men and I mounted our

hor.ses and fled toward the south, whence we came.

Some of the above signs seem to require explanation. Niitshes was

facing the west dui-ing the whole of this narration, and by the right he

signified the north; this will explain the siguifieauce of his gesture to the

right in Nos. 11 and 17, and to the left in No. 75.

No. 2 (repeated in Nos. 22, 27, 33, and 41), designates an Indian brush

lodge, and although Niitshes has not occupied one for s-ome years, the ges-

ture illustrates the original conception in the round form of the foundation

of poles, branches, and l)rush, the interlacing of which in the construction
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of the wick'-i-up has survived in f-estures Nos. 3 and 23 (the latter referring

to more than one, /. e , an encampment)

The sign for Bannock, No. 25 (also ;52 and 5!)), has its origin from the

tradition among the Pah-Utes that the Bannocks were in the liahit of cut-

ting the throats of their victims. This sign is made with the index instead

of the similar gesture with the flat hand, which among several tribes denotes

the Sioux, but the Pah-Utes examined had no si)ecific sign for that body of

Indians, not having been in sufficient contact with then.

"A stopping place," referred to in Nos. G, 12, 52, and 54, represents

the settlement, station, or camp of white men, and is contradistinguished by
merely dotting toward the ground instead of indicating a circle.

It will also be seen that in several instances, after indicating the nation-

ality, the fingers previously used in representing the number were repeated

without its previously accompanying specific gesture, as in No. Gl, where the

three fingers of the left hand represented the men (white), and the three niove-

ments toward the ground signified the camp or tents of the three (white) men.

This also occurs in the gesture (Nos. 59, 60, and 71) em})loyed for tlie

Bannocks, which, having been once specified, is used subsequently without

its specific preceding sign for the tribe represented.

The rapid connection of the signs Nos. 57 and 58, and of Nos. 74 and

75 indicates the conjunction, so that they are severally readily understood

as "shot and killed," and "the white men and I." The same remark applies

to Nos. 15 and 16, "the nine and I."

In the examination of the sign-language it is important to form a clear

distinction between signs proper and symbols. All characters in Indian

picture-writing have been loosely styled symbols, and as there is no logical

distinction between the characters im])ressed Avith enduring form, and when

merely outhned in the ambient air, all Indian gestures, motions, and atti-

tudes might with equal appropriateiiess be called symbolic. A\'liile, how-

ever, all symbols come under the generic head of signs, vei-\- few signs are

in accurate classification symbols. S. T. Coleridge has defined a symbol

to be a sign included in the idea it represents. This may be intelligible if

it is intended that an ordinary .sig-n is extraneous to the concept, and, rath(,-r
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tliMii <lii\TiI\ sug-f?e.sted by it, is invented to express it by some representa-

tion or iinalo;ry, while a symbol may be evolved by a process of thought

from the concept itself; but it is no very exhaustive or practically useful

distinction. Symbols are less obvious and more artificial than mere .signs,

ii(|uii-e convention, are not only abstract, but metaphysical, and often need

explanation from history, religion, and customs. Our symbols of the ark,

dove, olive branch, and rainbow would be wholly meaningless to people

unfamiliar with the Jlosaic or some similar cosmology, as would be the

cross and the crescent to those ignorant of history. The last-named objects

appeared in the lower class of emhiems when used in designating the con-

flicting powers of Christendom and Islamism. Emblems do not necessarily

retjuire any analogy between the objects representing and those, or the

(jualities, represented, but may arise from pure accident. After a scurrilous

jest the beggar's wallet became the emblem of the confederated nobles, the

Gueux, of the Netherlands ; and a sling, in the early minority of Louis XIV,

was adopted from the refrain of a song by the Frondeur opponents of

Mazarin. The several tribal signs for the Sioux, Arapaho, Cheyenne, &c.,

arc their emblems precisely as the star-spangled flag is that of the United

States, but there is nothing symbolic in any of them. So the signs for indi-

vidual chiefs, when not merely translations of their names, are emblematic

of their family totems or personal distinctions, and are no more symbols

than are the distinctive shoulder-straps of army officers. The crux ansata

and the circle formed by a snake biting its tail are symbols, but consensus

as well as invention was necessary for their establishment, and our Indians

have produced nothing .so esoteric, nothing which they intended for herme-

neutic as distinct from nmcmonic purposes. Sign-language can undoubtedly

be employed to express highly metaphysical ideas, indeed is so employed

by educated deaf-nmtes, but to do that in a system requires a development

of the mode of expression consecpient upon a similar development of the

mental idiocrasy of the gesturers far beyond any yet found among historic

triljes north of Mexico. A very few of their signs may at first appear to

be symbolic, yet even those on closei examination will prol)ably 1)6 rele-

gated to the class of cmljlcnis, as was the case of that for " Parti.san" given

by the Prince of Wiicu. By that title he meant, as indeed was the common
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expression of the Canadian voyagours, a leader of an occasional or volunteer

war party, and the sign he reports as follows :
" Make first the sign of the

pipe, afterwards open the tlnunb and index-finger of the right hand, back
of the hand outward, and move it forward and upward in a curve." This

is explained by the author's account in a different connection, that to become
recognized as a leader of such a war party as above mentioned, the first

act among the tribes using the sign was tlie consecration, by fasting suc-

ceeded by feasting, of a medicine pipe without ornament, which the leader

of the expedition afterward bore before him as his badge of authoi-itv, and

it therefore naturally became an emblematic sign. There mav be inter-

est in noting that the "Calendar of the Dakota Nation" (Bulletin U. S.

G. and G. Survey, vol iii, Xo 1), gives a figure (Xo. 43, A. 1). 1842)

showing "One Feather," a Sioux chief who raised in that year a large

war party against the Ci'ows, which f\ict is simjjly denoted by his hold-

ing out demonstratively an unornamented pipe. The point ui-ged is that

while an)' sign or emblem can be converted by convention into a syndjol,

or be explained as such by perverted ingenuity, it is futile to seek for

symbolism in the stage of aboriginal development, and to interpret the con-

ception of particular signs by that form of psychologic exuberance were to

fall into mooning mysticism. This was shown by a correspondent of the

present writer, who enthusiastically lauded the Dakota Calendar (edited l)y

the latter, and a mere figuration of successive occurrences) as a numerical

exposition of the great doctrines of the Sun religion in the equations of

time, and proved to his own satisfoction that our Indians i)reserved her-

meneutically the lost geometric cultus of pre-Cushite scientists. He might

as well have deciphered it as the tabulated dynasties of the pre-Adamite

kings.

A lesson was learned by the writer as to the abbreviation of signs, and

the possibility of discovering the original meaning of those most obscure,

from the attempts of a Cheyenne to convey the idea of old until. He held

his right hand forward, bent at elbow, fingers and thumb closed sidewiso.

Tlus not conveying any sense he found a long stick, bent his back, and sup-

ported his frame in a tottering step by the stick held, as was before only

d. There at once was decrepit age dependent on a stafi". The
nnaiiiiied
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priMcipU- uf ;iljl>rcvi;itinii or rfiluctloii may be illustrated by supposing a

pLTsoii. uiulor (inMiinstancc'.s forbidding,' the use of the voice, seeking to call

atti-iilion to a particular bird on a tree, and failing to do so l)y mere indication.

I ).'S( ii|.ii\ c .si;:iis aro resorted to, perhaps suggesting the bill and wings of the

bird, its inainicr of clinging to the twig with its feet, its size by seeming to

iioid it between the hand.s, its color by pointing to objects of the same hue;

])(rliaps liy the action of shooting into a tree, picking up the supposed

fallen game, and plucking feathers. These are continued until understood,

and if one sign or group of signs proves to be successful tljat will be re-

jjcated on the next occasion by both persons engaged, and when becoming

familiar between them and others will be more and more abbreviated. To

this degree only, when the signs of the Indians have from ideographic form

become demotic, are they conventioiuil, and none of them are arbitrary, but

in them, as in all his actions, man had at first a definite meaning or purpose,

together with method in their after changes or modifications. The forma-

tion and reception of signs upon a generally understood principle, by which

they may be comprehended when seen for the first time, has been before

noticed as one of the causes of the report of a common code, as out of a

variety of gestures, each appropriate to express a particular idea, an ob-

server may readily have met the same one in several localities.

It were needless to suggest to any qualified observer that there is in

the gesture-speech no organized sentence such as is integrated in the lan-

guages of civilization, and that he must not look for articles or particles or

passive voice or case or grammatic gender, or even what we use as a sub-

stantive or a verb, as a subject or a predicate, or as qualifiers or inflexions.

The sign radicals, without being specifically any of our [jarts of speech,

may V)e all of them in turn, lie will find no part of granmiar beyond the

pictorial grouping wliich may be classed under the scholastic head of syn-

tax, but that exception is sufiiciently important to make it desirable that

si)ecimens of narratives and speeches in the exact order of their gesticula-

tion should be reported. The want before mentioned, of a sufficiently com-
plete and exact collection of tales and talks in the sign-language of the

Indians, lenvcs it iiii]iussil)le to dwell now upon their syntax, but the sub-

ject has received iiuicli discussiou in coimectiou with the order of deaf-mute
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signs as compared with oral speech, some notes of whi.'li. c.u.U'nscl tVuni
the specuhitions of Valade and otliers, are as follows:

In mimic construction there are to be considered hcth the order in whi.li
the signs succeed one another and the relative positions in which thev are
made, the latter remaining longer in the menu.ry thnn the former," and
spoken language may sometimes in its early infancy have reproduced the

ideas of a sign-picture without commencing from the same point. So the

order, as in Greek and Latin, is very variable. In nations among whom the

alphabet was introduced without the intermediary to anv im])ressive do<>Tee

of picture-writing, the order being, 1, language of signs, almost superseded

by, 2, spoken language, and, 3, alphabetic writing, men would write in the

order in which they had been accustomed to speak. But if at a time when
spoken language was .still rudimentar}^, intercourse being mainly carried on

by signs, figurative writing was invented, the order of the figures will be

the order of the signs, and the same order will pass into the spoken lan-

guage. Hence Leibnitz says truly that " the writing of the Chinese migiit

seem to have been invented by a deaf person.'' Their oral language has

not known the pliases which .have given to the Indo-European tongues

their formation and grammatical parts. In the latter, signs were concpiered

by speech, wdiile in the former, speech received the yoke.

If the collocation of the figures of Indians taking the ])lace of our .-sen-

tences shall establish no rule of construction, it will at least show the

natural order of ideas in the aboriginal mind and the several modes of

inversion by which they pass from the known to the unknown, beginning

with the dominant idea or that supposed to be best known. So far as

studied by the i)resent writer the Indian sign-utterance, as well as that

natural to deaf-mutes, appears to retain the characteristic of pautonn'me in

giving first the principal figure, and in adding the accessories successivel}',

the ideographic expressions being in the ideological order.

As of sentences so of words, strictly known as such, there can be no

accurate translation. So far from the signs representing words as logo-

graphs, thev do not in their presentation of tlie ideas of actions, ol^jects^

and events, under pliysical forms, even suggest words, wliich must be .skill-

fully fitted to them by the glossarist and laboriously derived from them l)y
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the philoloirt^r. The use of words in formuhuion. still more in tenixinology,

is so wide a de{^Mirtnre fivni primitive contiitious as to be incomjwtlble with

the onlv primorxlial language yet discovered. No dictionary of signs will

W exhaustive for the simple reason that the signs are exhaustles*, nor will

it be exact because there cannot be a correspondence between signs and

words taken individually. "VTords and signs both change their meaning

fntm the context. A single word may express a complex idea, to be fully

reudereil only by a group of signs, and, vice versa, a single sign may suffice

for a number of words. The list annexed to the present pamphlet is by no

means intended for exact translation, but as a suggestiou of headings or

titles of signs arranged alphabetically for mere convenience.

It will be iutei'^s^ting to ascertain the varying extent of familiarity

with sign-language among the members of the several tribes, how large a

proportion possess anv skill in it, the average amount of their vocabulary,

the degree to which women become proficient, and the age at which chil-

dren commence its practice. The statement is made by Titohkematski that

the Kaiowa and Comanche women know nothing of the sigu-lauguage, while

the Cheyenne women are versed in it. As he is a Chevenne. however, he

may not have a large circle of feminine acquaintances bevond his own tribe,

and his negative testimony is not valuable. A moi*e general assertion is

that the signs used by males and females are different, though mutually un-

derstood, ;ind some minor points of observation may be indicated, such as

whether the commencement of coimting upon the fingers is upon those of

the right or the left hand, and whether Indians take pains to look towjird

the south when suggesting the course of the sun, which woidd give the

motion from left to right

CLASSIFICATION AND ANALYSIS.

An important division of the deaf-mute signs is into tiafuraJ and method-

iail, the latter being sometimes called artificial and stigmatized as parasitical.

But signs may be artificial—that is, natural, but improved and em-iched by
art—and even arbitrary, without being strictly what is termed methodical,

the latter being part of the instruction of deaf-mutes, founded upon spoken
languages, and adapted to tlu- words and gi-annuatical forms of those lau-
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are
jrua^'es. This di vi.sion is not appropriate to the sijrns of Inrlian.s. whir-h
all natural in this sens^, and in their beauty, grace, and irnpre^,iveness In
another meaning of '-natural," given by deaf-mute authorities, it ha.s little

distinction from "innate," and still another, "conveying the meaning at first

sight," is hardly definite.

ITie signs of our Indians may be divided, in accorrknce with the mr,<le

of their consideration, into innate rgenerally emotional; and invented
; into

develojjfcd and abridged
: into radical and derivative : and into, 1. Indica-

tive, an directly as [possible of the object intended: 2. Imitative, represent-

ing it by configvirative draw ing ; 3. Operative, referring to actions ; and
4. Expressive, being chiefly facial As they are riietorically as well as

directly figurative, they may b« classified under the tropes of metaphor,

synecdoche, metonymy, and catachresLs, with as much or as little advantage

as has been gained by the labeling in text-books of our figures of articulate

speech.

Tlie most useful division, however, for the analysis and report with

which collectors are concerned is into singlf and cf/mpound, each including

a number of subordinate groups, examples of which will be useful Some

of those here submitted are taken from the selected list before introduced

to discriminate between the alleged universality of the signs themselves and

of their use as an art, and the examples of deaf-mute signs have been

extracted from those given for the same purpose by 3fgT. D. De Haeexe in

his admirable analysis of those signs, which also lias been used so far as ap-

plicable. Those will be equally illustrative, both the Indian and deaf-mute

signs being but dialects of a common stock, and while all the examples might

be taken from the collection of Indian signs already made, the main object

of the present work is to verify and correct that collection rather than to

publish more of it tlian neces:^ary, with possible pei-petuation of error in

some details.

SINGLE SIGNS.

Single signs have been often styled " simple," which term is objection-

able because liable to be confounded with the idea of " plain," in which

sense nearly all Indian signs, being natural, are simple They are such
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as show niily one ]»liase ur quality of the object signified. The following

are the priiieipal forms which they take:

1. Jmlirttlion or representation of the object to he described. This is the

Inilicativo division before mentioned. All the signs for "I, myself" given

abc.vf, are examples, and another is the wetting of the tip of the finger by

deaf-mutes to indicate humidity, the species being in the latter case used for

tlie genus.

2. Lraivbu) the outlines of the object, or more generally a part of the

outlines. The Imitative or configurative division of signs reappears in this

class and the one following. Example : The above sign for " dog," which

conforms to the outline of its head and back.

3. Imitation of the condition or of the action.

(a.) Imitation of the condition or state of being. Under this form

come nearly all the designations of size and measure. See some under

i' Quantity," above.

(b.) Imitation of the action, or of activity in connection with the object

Most of the ideas which we express by verbs come in this category, but in

sign-language they are as properly substantives or adjectives. They may

Jje Imitative when the action, as of " eating," is simulated in pantomime ; or

Operative, as when "walking" is actually performed by taking steps ; or

Expressive, as when " grief," " weeping," appears in facial play.

4. The contact had tvith the object, or the manner of using it. For "break"

an imaginary stick may be snapped and the two .parts looked at as if sep-

arated. See above signs for "destroyed." (Dodge.) A knife and most other

utensils are expressed by their use.

5. One part taken for the whole, or particidar signs made to represent all

the signs of an object.

This class has reference to synecdoche. The Cheyenne sign for " old

age " given above is an example.

6. lloiv an object is produced or prepared.

Here is metonymy representing the cause for the eff"ect. An example

may be found among us when a still wine is indicated by the action of

(b-awing a cork from a bottle, effervescent champagne by cutting the- wires,

ami (•((iVee by the imaginary grinding of the berry.
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7. The place tvhcre the ohject is to he fomd, eitlier according to its nature

or as a general rule.

Here is again the application of metonymy. Example :
" Wliite,"

expressed by touching the teeth :
" l)lack," tlie hair (which nearly always

has that color among Indians) ;
" red," the lips Articles of clothing are

similarly indicated.

8. The effect, result, bifluence, and moral impremon of the ohject.

In this class are specially comprised the substantives, adjectives, and

verbs which express the dispositions and impressions of the soul.

The Expressive gesture or sign dominates here, as might be supposed.

It is generally the effect for the cause, by metonymy, which is expressed.

Among the signs for "good" and "bad," above given, are several examples.

COMPOUND SIGNS.

Compound signs are those which portray several sides, features, or

qualities of the object designed. They are generallv more developed than

those which are called single, although they also can be, and in fact often

are, abridged in practice.

The various categories of compound signs may be reduced to certain

heads, forming the following classes :

1. Objects that are represented by a generieal or radical indication, tcith

one or more specific marks. Example: The deaf-mute sign for "rich," wliich

is the generic sign for "man" and the specific sign of activity in counting

out money. Under this class are arranged

—

(ff.) The attributes, either adjective or participle, employed to indicate

state or j^arentage, whether the generieal sign is expressed or understood.

The sign's for "offspring" and "woman," given above, combined, mean

" daughter."

(b.) The designation of most birds and many animals. Example: The

deaf-miates for "goose" make the generic sign for "bird," viz, an imitation

of flying, and add tliat of a waddling walk.

(c.) The designation of flowers and plants. Example: The deaf-mut.-s

gesture " rose" by the sign of "flowei-," growing from the fingers, and the

action of smelling, then the sign for "red."
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2. Scrvrnl parts or specific marks. " ILiil " is sliowii 1)\- tlie sign for

•• uliit.-." then its fiilling rapidly tVoiii above and striking head, arms, &c.,

or l>y signs lor " rain " and " hard."

3. Origin or source, and use of the object (for the object itself, by

inctiiiivniy). A pen wonld once have been understood by the sign for

" goose," before mentioned, followed l)y the action of writing.

4. Effcrts for causes (also by metonymy). For "wind" blow with the

month and make with the hands the motion of the wind in a determined

direction.

5. Form and tise.

The funilv of signs composing this category is very numerous. The

form is generall}' traced with the forefinger of the right hand in space, or

by the deaf-nnites sometimes upon a surface represented by the left hand

opL-n ; but the latter device, i. e., of using the left hand as a supposed draft-

ing surface, has not been reported of the Indians. The Kse, or employment,

is expressed by the position of the hands or arms, or by a pantomimic

movement of the whole body. A good example is "hospital," composed of

" house," " sick," and " many."

6. Outline of the object and tlie place where it is found. Example: The

horns drawn from the head in one of the signs given above for " deer."

{Titrldccmdtsld.)

7. Shape, and one or more specific marks. Other signs given for "deer"

may be instanced.

8. Waij of using and specific marks of the object. "Chalk" would be

distinguisiied from " pen," before given, by the sign of " white," followed

by the action of writing.

;». Shape, mode of using, and specific marks. "Paper" would be

shown by tracing its length and breadth, if necessary by the motion of

folding, succeeded ]>y that of writing, and, to make it still more distinct,

by "white."

II). End for u-hich an object is used, or its make, and the place where it is

f)uwl. Example : ".Sword," by drawing from a supposed sheath and strik-

ing; and "milk," by signs for "white," "milking," and "drinking."

11. /'/(/(•(' and specific mark. The deaf-nnite shows "sjnder" by opening
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all the fingers of botli hands, pointing- with the loft hand to a wall, then to

a comer in the wall shown by the index of the right.

12. PJace, manner of imnfj, or mode of arrangement. The pantomime of

putting on shoes or stockings by whites or moccasins by Indians indicates

those articles.

13. Negation of the reverse of ivliat it is desired to deserihe. Examples :

"Fool—no," given above, would be "wise." "Good—no," would be "bad."

Tliis mode of expression is very frequent, and has led observers to report

the absence of positive signs for the ideas negatived, with sometimes as lit-

tle propriety as if when an ordinary speaker chose to use the negative form

"not good," it should be inferred that he was ignorant of the word " bad."

14. Attenuation or diminution of an object stronger or greater than that

which it is desired to represent, and the converse. Damp would be '

' wet—little ";

cool, "cold—little"; hot, "warm—much." In this connection it maj- be

noted that the degree of motion sometimes indicates a difterent shade of

meaning, of which the graduation of the signs for "bad" and "contemjjt"

(JMcdthews) is an instance, but is more frequently used for emi)hasis, as is

the raising of the voice in speech or itahcizing and capitalizing in print.

The meaning of the same motion is often modiiied, individualized, or accen-

tuated by associated facial changes and postures of the body not essential

to the sign, which emotional changes and postures are at once the most

difficult to describe and the most interesting when intelligently reported,

not only because they infuse life into the skeleton sign, l)ut because they

may belong to the class of innate expressions. Facial variations are not

confined to use in distinguishing synonyms, but amazing successes have

been recorded in which long narratives have been conununicated between

deaf-mutes wholly by play of tlie features, the hands and arms being tied

for the experiment.

There remains to be mentioned as worthy of attention the priiu'iple of

opposition, as between the right and left hands, and between the tliumb and

forefinger and the little finger, which appears among Indians in some

expressions for "above," "below," "forward," "back," but is not so com-

mon as among the methodical, distinguislied from the natural, signs of deaf-

mutes. This principle is illustrated by the following remarks of Col. DoDGK,
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whicli :ils.. l.i-ai' u|M.ii tlic- subdivision last above mentioned: "Above" is

in(Iirat('(l l)y lioldin-r the left hand horizontal, and in front of the body,

fiujrers open, but joined together, palm upward. The right hand is then

placed horizontal, fuigers open but joined, palm downward, an inch or more

above the left, and raised and lowered a few inches several times, the left

hand being perfectly still. If the thing indicated as "above" is only a little

above, this concludes the sign, but if it be considerahlij above, the right

hand is raised higher and higher as the height to be expressed is gi-eater,

until, if enormously above, the Indian will raise his right hand as high as

possible, and, fixing his eyes on the zenith, emit a duplicate grunt, the more

prolonged as he desires to express the greater height. All this time the left

hand is held perfectly motionless. " Below" is exactly the same, except

that all movement is made by the left or lower hand, the right being held

motionless, palm downward, and the eyes looking down.

The code of the Cistercian monks was based in large part on a system

of opposition which would more likely be wrought out by an intentional

process of invention than ])y spontaneous figuration, and is rather of mne-

monic than suggestive value They made two fingers at the right side of

the nose stand for "friend," and the same at the left side for "enemy," by

some fanciful connection witli right and wrong, and placed the little finger

on the tip of the nose for "fool" merely because it had been decided to put

the forefinger there for "wise man."

DETAILS OF 1)I->C1{IPT10X AND ILLUSTRATION.

The signs of tlic Indians appear to consist of motions rather than posi-

tion.s—a fact enhancing the difficulty both of their description and illustra-

tion—and the motions are generally large and free, seldom minute. It

seems also to be the general rule among Indians as among deaf-mutes that

the point of the finger is used to trace outlines and the palm of the hand

to describe surfaces. From an examination of the identical signs made for

the same object by Indians of the same tribe and band to each other, they

ai)pear tomake most gestures with little regard to the position of the fingers

and to vary in such arrangement from individual taste. Some of the elab-

orate dcsciiptions, giving with great detail the attitude of the fingers of any
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particular gesturer and the inches traced by his motions, are of as httle

necessity as wonkl be a careful reproduction of the tlourishes of tailed let-

ters and the thickness of down-stnikes in individual chiro<,n-apliv when
quoting a written word. The fingers nuist be in .some position, but that is

frequently accidental, not contributing to the {general and essential eifect,

and there is a custom or "fashion" in whicli not only different tribes, but

difierent persons in the same tribe gesture the same sign with diil'erent

degrees of beauty, for there i& calligraphy in sign-language, though no

recognized orthography. It is nevertheless better to describe and ilhistrate

with unnecessary minuteness thnu to fail in reporting a real differentiation.

There are, also, in fact, many signs formed by mere positions of the

fingers, some of which are abbreviations, but in others the ari'angement

of the fingers in itself forms a picture. An instance of the latter is one

of the signs given for the " bear," viz, middle and third finger of right hand

clasped down by the thumb, fore and little finger exteiuled crooked down-

ward. {Titchkciiidt'^ili.) This reproduction of the animal's peculiar claws, with

the hand in any position relative to the body, would suffice without the

jjantomime of scratching in the air, which is added only if it sliould not be

at o]ice compreheirded. In order to provide for such cases of minute rep-

resentation a sheet of "Typks of H\xd Posrnoxs" has been prepared,

and if none of them exactly correspond to a sign observed, the one most

uearly corresponding can be readily altered by a few strokes of pen or

j)encil. The sheet of " Outlines of Arm Positions," giving front and side

figures with arms pendent, is also presented as a labor-saving device. The

directions upon these sheets as illustrated by the sheet of "Examples,"

which concludes this pami)hlet, are, it is hoped, sniHciently ;\niph' to .^liow

their propo.sed use, and copies of them, to any requisite nundjer, will cheer-

fully be mailed, together with official stami)s for return postage on contribu-

tions, by application to the address given below.

LLST OF SIGNS DFSIKED.

The following is a condensed list, incpared for the use of observers, of

the headings under which the gesture-signs of the North American Indians

have been collated for comparison with each ot-her and with those of deaf-
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mutes and of loroij^n tribes of men, and not intended to be translated into a

mere vo< aljiilai y, tlie nature of the elementary principles governing the

couiljinations in the two modes of expression being diverse. Many syno-

nvms liave been omitted which will readily fall into place when a sign for

them ma}- bo noticed, and it is probable that many of them, depending upon

tlie context and upon facial expression will be separately distinguished only

with great diiUculty. Even when the specific practice of the sign-language

has been discontinued, the gesture formerly used for a sign as substitute

for words may survive as a customary accompaniment to oratory or impas-

sioned conversation, therefore should be noted. The asterisk prefixed to

some of the words indicates those for which the signs or gestures made are

specially desired—in some cases for their supposed intrinsic value, and in

others on account of the incompleteness of their description as yet obtained,

Ijut it is not intended that signs corresponding Avith the words without an

asterisk will not be welcomed. Observers should only regard this list as

suggestive, and it is hoped, will add all signs that may be considered by

them to be of interest. Those for many animals and utensils, weapons,

articles of clothing, and similar common objects, have been omitted from

the list because the number of them of a luerely configui-ative or pan-

tomimic character in the present collection was sufficient in comparison

with their value, but when any distinct conception for them in signs is

remarked it should be contributed.

Printed forms and outlines similar to those shown at the end of this

pamphlet, prepared to diminish the labor of description and illustration,

will be furnished on request mailed to

Col. Garrick Mallery, U. S. A.,

Bureau of Etimohcjy, Smithsonian Institution,

P. 0. Box 585, Washington, D. C.

•Above. Arrow, To liit witli an. * Before.
Adil, To; more. Autiiuiii, fall. *Bcgiuning; coinmence-
Adiniration. Battle. ment.
^^"^'"'•- Bear. * Behind.
A now. Beaver. * Below; under.
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Big.

Bisou, (buffalo.)

Black.

Blue.

Boat, cauoe.

Bow, weapou.

Brave.

Break, broken.

Bring to nje; or to us.

Broad.

Brother.

Capture, To.

Chief.

, War.
Child ; baby, iufaut.

, offspring.

Clear.

Clothing ; buft'alo-robe or

skiu.

, woolen blanket.

Cloud.

Cold ; it is cold.

Come; arrive; coming.

come back.

come here.

Companion.

•Comparison; more, most.

* Contempt.

Content, satisfaction.

Cross; sulky.

* Danger.

Daughter.

Day.

to-day.

to-morrow.

yesterday.

Dead: death.

Deer.

* Defiance.

* Destroyed, ruined.

Different, contrasted.

Discontent, dissatisfaction.

•Disgust.

Dog.
Drink; drinking.

Earth, ground.

East.

End, done.

Enough.

Equal.

Exchange.

Fail, To.

Far.

Fat, of a person.

Fat, of meat.

Fear.

, a coward; cowardice.

Female, apphed to animals.

Fight.

Fire, flame.

Flat.

Flour.

Fly, To.

Fool, fooUsh.

Forest.

* Forever, always.

Forget; forgotten.

Found ; discovered.

Friend.

Frost.

Full, as a box or sack.

* Future, to come (in time).

Gap; canon.

* Generous.

Crirl.

Give, to me or to us.

Glad; joy.

Go; go away.

God.

Good.

•Gone; departed.

*
, lost, spent.

Grandmother.

Grass.

* Gray.

Grease.

Great.

Green.

* Grief, sorrow.

* Grow, To.

Gun.

, To hit with a.

Gun shot.

Hair.

Halt!

•Halt; a stojjpiug-place.

Hard.

*IIatc.

He; another person; they.

Hear, heard.

Heavy.

•Help, To: to assist.

•Here.

Hide; to conceal; secret.

High; as a hill.

Hill.

•Honest.
* Horror.

•Humble, humility.

Hunting, for game.

Husband.

I; personal pronoun.

Ice.

•Imprudent, rash.

*In; within.

Indecision, doubt.

Kill, killing.

Kind.

Know, To.

I know.

I do not know.

liance; specir.

Large, great in extent.

in quantity.

•Leaves, of a tree.

Lie, falsehood.

Lie, down.

Light, daylight.

in weight.

Lightning.

Listen, To.

Little; small in quantity.

, in .size.

Lodge; tepee; wigwam.

Entering a.

Long, in extent of surface.

in lapse of time.

Look! See!
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Look, To.

i^>v(', iin'<'i'(ioii.

Malf, :ip|iliiil to aiijinal.s.

.Mail.

Many.

Marcliiii;.% (lavcliiiy:.

* McdiciiiO'iiiaii, (>liauiaii.

Mciliriiic ill Imliaii .sense.

Mine; my jiioperty.

Moon, month.

l^Iornin;^.

Mother.

l^Ionntain.

Much.

Near.

Ne-rro.

Ni-ht.

No, ne;;ative.

None; I liave none.

Notliin-,'.

Now.

Niiiiiber: quantity.

Obtain.

Ohl.

( )iii>osite.

Out; outward; without (in

po.sitioii).

Paint.

I'arent.

•Past; over (in time).

I'atieiiee.

I'eaee.

I'istol.

Poor, lean.

•
, indigent.

Prairie.

Prayer.

Pretty; handsoinc.

• Priiie.

I'l'i.soiier.

, To take.

Property; jtos.ses.sion ; have;

lieloiijT.

• Prudent, eaiitiou.s.

(iliieslion; iiKiuirv; wlial ?

Ifaiii.

Ued.

Pcpeat, olten.

Petreat; return tlirough

fear.

Pidge.

Piver.

Poeky. as a hill.

Pun; iiiiiiiin<;.

Same, similar.

Sealj).

Seareli, to seek lor.

See, To; seeing.

Seen.

•Shame; ashamed.
• Short, in extent.

• Short, ill time.

Sick, ill.

Sing-.

Sister.

Sit down.

•Slave, servant.

Sleep.

Slow.

Small.

Snow.

Soft.

Son.

Sour.

Speak, To.

•Spring (season).

Steamboat.

Stingy.
Stone.

Storm.

Strong, strength.

• Submission.

• Suuimei".

Sun.

Sunrise.

Sunset.

Surprise.

Surrender.

Surround.

Sweet.

Swift.

Talk, conversation.

• Time.

Taste.

Think.

Thunder.

Time of day; hour.

• a long time.

* a short time.

Tired, weary.

Told me, A person.

Tomahawk; ax.

Trade, barter, buy.

Travel, To.

•Tree.

True, It is.

Truth.

•Try, To; to attempt.

Uuder.staud.

Understand, Do not.

* Vain, vanity.

•Village, Indian.

*
, AVhite man's

War.
War, To declare.

Water.
* Well, in liealth.

Wlieni

Whence?
Where?
White.

White man ; American,

Wicked ; bad heart.

Wide, in extent.

Wife.

* Wild.

Wind, air in motion.

* Winter.

•Wise; respected for wis-

dom.
* Wish ; desire for.

Without; deprivation.

Woman; squaw.

Wonder.
Work, To; to perform.

Year.

•Yellow.

Yes, aflirmation.

You.



OUTLINES FOR ARM POSITIONS IN GESTURE-LANGUAGE.

N. B.—The gestures, to be indicated by corrected i«>sitions of iiniis and by dotted lines sliowing the
motion from the initial to the final positions (which arc severally marked by an arrow-head and a cross

—

see sheet of Examples), will be always shown as they appear to an observer facing the gcsturcr, tlio

front or side outline, or both, being used as most convenient. The special posit ions of hands and fingers

will be designated by reference to the "Types of Haxd Positioxs." For l)revity in the written descrip-

tion, "hand" may be used for "right hand," when that one alone is employed in any particular ges-

tui'e. In cases where the conception or origin of any sign is not obvious, if it can Ik^ ascertained or

suggested, a note of that added to the descri])tion would be highly acceptable. Associated facial expres-

sion or bodily posture Avhich may accentuate or qualify a gesture is necessarily left to the ingenuity of

the contribvitor.

Word or Idea expressed by Sigu : _ _

DESCRIPTION:

CONCEPTION OR ORIGIN:

Tribe:

Locality: -

Obscrro:

tl9



TYPES OF HAND POSITIONS IN GESTURE-LANGUAGE.

Mt bark outward, ob- C—Cliuclicd, with thumb rx- D—Clinched, ball of thumb
linuo upward. tciidodagaiiiHt forefinger, against niidtUe of fore-

upright, cdgo outward. finscr. oblique, upward,
palm down.

E— Ilortkcd, thumb apainst F— Hooked , thumb agamst G—Fin gors resting against
end of fori-liMi;er, upright, side of forefinger, oblique, ball of thumb, back up-
cdge outward. palm outward. ward.

-Arched, thumb hcrizontal
against end of forefinger,

back upward.

I_Clo8od, except forefinger
crooked againiit eud of
thumb, upright, palm out-
ward.

—Forefinger straight, up- K—Forefinger obliquclv ex-
right, others closctl, cdgo tended upward, otliora
outward. closed, cdgo outward.

L—Thumb vciiical, forefin-

ger horizontal, others
closed, edge oatw.-frd.

-Fon-fliigir horizontal, fin-

e.vn nud thumb cIomhI,
p:iliii out ward.

-Fii*st and second fingers
Htniigbt upward aud sep-

iiiid thumb clo3<.^d, palm

O—Thumb, first and second
fingers sopai-ated, straight
upwanl, remaining lin-

gers curved edge out-
ward.

P—Fingers and tliumb par-

tially curved upwaiil iiud

separated, knuckles out-
waixl.
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Q-FiDgera and thumb scp- R_FinKer3 and tlinmb ex- S-Hand and fingers )ii>risht, T-Hand and fm^ora unri^ht.

r-^wt="'^
'=°"'^^'

Sl'n^'JSif"''
^"^" joined, bacuSutwa'rd.=

"^
fZUtl'SzZVSl''"'

TJ—ringers collected to a point,
thumb resting in middle.

-Arched, joined, thumb resting
near end of foretinger, down-
ward.

X—Hand horizontal, flat, palm
upward.

T—Xaturally relaxed, normal

;

used when band simply fol.

lows arm with no intentional
di.sposition.

N. B.—Tbe positions are given a.stlicy appear to an observer lacing the gesturer, and are designed

to show tlie relation.s of tbe fingers to the hand rather than tbe positions of the baud relative to the

body, which must be shown by tbe outlines (see sheet of " Outlines op Ar.m Positions") or descrip-

tion. Tbe right and left hands arc figured above without discrimination, but in description or refer-

ence tbe right hand will be understood when the left is not specified. TIio hands as figured can also

with proper intimation he applied with changes either upward, downward, or inclined to cither side,

BO long as the relative positions of tbe fingers are retained, and when in that respect uo one of the types

exactly corresponds with a sign observed, modifications will be made by pen or pencil on tliat one of

the types found most convenient, as indicated in tbe sheet of " Examples," and referred to by the letter

of the alphabet under the type changed, with the addition of a numeral—e. g., A 1, and if that type, t. c.

A, were changed a second time by the observer (which change would necessarily be drawn ou anotlier

sheet of types), it shonld be referred to as A 2.



EXAMPLES.

Word or idea expressed by sign: To cict, with an ax.

DESCRIPTION

:

Witli the right hand flattened (X changed to right instead of left), palm
'*•+ iii)\vard, move it downward to the left side repeatedly from different elevs;-

tions, cutUng each stroke at the same point.

Conception or origin: From the act of felling a tree.

.->i

^Vord or idea expressed by siyn : A lie.

DESCniPTIOX:

Touch the left breast over the heart, and pass the

hand forward from the mouth, the two first fingers only

being extended and slightly separated (L, 1—with thumb
resting on third finger).

Conception or origin: Double-tongued. L, 1.

Word or idea exjyressed by si(/n: To ride.

DESCRIPTION

:

Place the first two fingers of the right hand, thumb extended

(N, 1) downward, astraddle the first two joined and straight fingers of

the left ( T, 1), 8id<;wise, to the right, then make several short arched

movements forward with hands so joined. N, 1.

Conception or origin: The horse mounted and in

motion. rz
—' ^.'"v"

T, 1.

Dotted lines indicate movements to place the hand and arm in position to commence
I lie sign and not forming i)art of it.

Indicates conimimcement of movement in representing sign, or part of sign.

Dashes indicate the course of hand employed in the sign.

Represents the termination of movements.

Used in connection with dashes, shows the covuse of the latter when not otherwise

lUarly intelligible.
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